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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study \¡/as to ident.ify and measure

the social power perceptions of three R.C.M.P" uniforms,

Mate/pant, female/Pant, and Female/Skirt" A semantic

differential scale v,Îas used to gather the perceptions of

effectiveness and efficiency, coercive, referent, expert,

legitimate, and reward pohters. A total of 305 Psychology

L2O, University of Manitoba students v/ere used as subjects.

Resu]ts, êt a level of significance of p < .Q2, indicate:

(a) the Ma1e/Pant uniform possesses the greatest positj-ve

social power, (b) totat social power is composed of signifi-

cantly different amounts of each social power base, (c) ttre

legitimate power base is perceived to be the most positj-ve

of a1I socj-al power bases, (d) expert and legitimate power

bases are perceived similarly, (e) the reward and coercj-ve

power bases are perceived to be the weakest of all social

po\¡/er bases, ( f ) rural sub jects perceive the uniforms more

positively than do urban sub jects, (g) femal-e subjects

perceive the female uniform styles more postively than do

male subjects, (h) effectj-veness and efficiency are per-

ceived to be not significantly different from one another,

(i) both effectiveness and efficiency variables are perceiv-

ed to be less positive than the legitimate pov/er base, for

aII uniforms, and ( j ) both effectiveness and efficiency

variables are perceived to be more positive than the reward

power base.
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INTRODUCTION
1

1.1 Context of the Problem

"Drivers feel more agressive towards a policeman Íssu-

íng them a ticket if the officer is wearing a gun and

mirrored sunglasses "(41, pP.85)*. In fact, Horn, 1968, has

described clothing as the silent language of meaning. Dress

transmits identifiable stereotypes to a beholder ftargel- (t)

and to the wearer/powerholder (p). These perceived stereo-

types affect the social interaction which takes place

between the wearer and the beholder (I2, 22, 27). of al-l

types of dress, the uniform transmits the strongest stereo-

type to the beholder or target, which affects their percept-

ions of wearer roler pêrsonality, effectiveness, and will

ultimately determine the nature of the social interactions

which occur (4).

Social power is one of the perceived characteristics

that is transmitted by a uniform. It has been researched

and found that different types of dress possess different

types and intensj-ties of socj-al power. A variety of easily

identifiable uniforms have been the basis of perceived po\¡/er

studies. Uniforms studied include those v/orn in the

medj-cal, religious, military and service industries. How-

ever, in most uniform studies, the variable of social power

* The numbers in parentheses in the text indicate references

in the Bibliography.
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ð,ef'íned bY French and Raven ( 1959 ) has not been t'he

rLmary focus. Rather, these studies have provided

informat'ion regarding the identification of variables and

that are relevant to the continued st'udy of
assumPtions

perceived social Polver '

To date, only limited research has been undertaken

dealing specifically with law enforcement agencies and their

respective uniforms. Even fewer studies focus on the

perceived social Polver bases of the uniform. Tenzel and

Cizanckas, L973 and Cizanckas and Feist, L975, as well as

!,tatson and Sterling, I969, have provided some research

toward the social Po!ûer of a police unlform, in conjunction

with several other key variables. Polj-ce attitudes and

opinions have been surveyed, relating them with factors of

sex, education leve1s, experience and social background.

The people in the community have been surveyed regarding

their opinion of police effectiveness. However, little can

be said. about the socj-a1 power bases of the police uniform,

as it. is perceived by the citizen. It is to provide such

information that this study has been undertaken.

L.2 Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to examj-ne the perceived

social power of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police uniform.

The R.C.M.P. uniform was selected because it is easily

identificable across Canada. Three uniforms were examined

including the male-pant, female-pant, and female-skj-rt
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gÚIat summer duty uniforms'

ThespecificPurposeofthisstudywastoidentifyand

are the relative perceived social power bases and total

soc ia1- povrer transmitted by each uniform to a citizen

,: psþoldef, ' The study attempted to det.ermine the relative

strength of each power base awarded' each uniform by subjects

grouped according to variables of sex and background loca-

tion. Both the strongest and weakest Polfer base(s) h¡ere to

be identj-fied for each uniform and an assessment of the

effectiveness of the uniforms was to be made

1.3 Justification for the StudY

A variety of factors show just cause for the purPoses

outlined.
It is agreed that uniforms do project identifiable

stereotypes of personality, role and expectations of the

wearer, that uniforms do evoke different perceptions of

social por¡/er which af f ects public attitude of the uniform

wearer, and that variables of â9e', Sex, education, and

exposure influence these perceptions (4, lI, 2L, 26) '

It has been predicted that "it is possible and even

1ikely, that police departments of the future will have

Iarge numbers of lvomen performing a full range of jobs from

patrol officer to chief adminj.strator" (27, p. 185). Wit'hin

the next one hundred years, the average police department

will have as many as fifty percent female patrol officers

and thirty percent female administrators (27 ) . Law
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r;f,or cerîeîL agencies are presently concerned with the intro-

uction of female officers to this traditionally male

occupat.ion. Po1ice administrations desire to know
iented

what the community perception of the female officer can be

,exPecEed to be, including other crit'ical aspects such as job

eft,ecLiveness ' authority, Power and control. This concern

has been focused uPon the uniform worn by the female offi-

cers because there is an overriding belief that the uniform

creates the initial and lasting perceptions and that the

f emale unifOrm possesses less social po\^/er or dif f erent

social Po$ter than the male uniform'

Previous research indicates the need for additional

study in the area of social Power and the uniform. Long

term projecti-ons regarding the numbers of females in the law

enforcement organj-zations demands that solutio.ns to the

questions regarding unj-form Perceptions be answered. The

intent of this study is to clarify some of the important

variables and to identify directions for fut'ure research '

This introductory chapter has attempted to provide the

basic framework vtithin which this study has been formulated'

The problem to be addressed has been ident'ified as an exam-

ination of the social por¡/er perceptions of the uniforms v/orn

by male and female officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police force during regular summer duty. The subject vari-

ables to be considered are the sex of the beholder as well

as his background location. In addition to obtaining

resulÈs indj-caÈi-ng social power perceptions, it is hoped
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L:nat' the

teLevant"

findj-ngs will be appl j-cabte to identif ication of

variables af f ecting social Po\¡/er perceptions of

uniforms
The remaining chapters will explore the research and

,¿heories available, will itemj-ze the methodology used to

determj.ne perceived social po\¡/er, will report the results of

all test of hypotheses, and will present interpretive

conclusions based on the results '

.:a ....
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter provides an overview of pertinenÈ

tesearch that has been completed in the past' Specifically'

,süudies dealing with the uniform and' the concept of social

,po*", have been discussed. Two sections included in this

chapter are social po\,'er and the uniform" Social pov/er

section discusses the development of soci aI po\âter Èheory'

the character of po$'er and finatly, the bases of social

power. The uniform section focuses upon studies that used a

uniform Co arrive aù information on beholder behaviour and

percepti.ons. secondly, it. examines the police uniform

st,udies available.

The information presented dates back to L957, which

was necessary due to the. limited quantities of relevant

research into clothing and. social power reduced noticably

after the 1950'.s and is only now becoming an avenue of

research interest again.

2.L Social Power

social pof¡rer is the ma jor focus of this research

paper. It is, therefore, critical that a clear understand-

ing of this concept is provided. The development of social

power understandj-ng is discussed, independent of the uni-

f orm.

The theoretical def inition of social po\á/er has been

addressed by many theorist.s including Max lrleber, HaroId
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.,LassvreL L, Abraham Kaplan and Robert Bierstedt. These men,

as well as otTrers, have contributed greatly to modern

¿hought on social Power'

Max Weber stat.ed that "Pov/er is the probability that

one actor within a social relationship will be in a position

to cary'y out his own will despiee resistance, regardless of

the basis on which the probability rests" (1' p'4)'

From this definition, Adams, 1975 identifies the

central elements of social po\¡/er concepts as including the

following: "That it (social power) is a relationship; that

any statement of the outcome of its exercise must be couched

in terms of probabililty; and that almost anything may serve

as the basj-s of power" (1. P.4).
Harold Lasswell and Abraham Kaplan, âs reported by

Adams, L975, make the following additions Èo the social

power definj-tion: "Por¡¡er is the participation in the making

of decisions; A decision is a policy involving severe sanc-

tions; A sanction is conduct in response to an act that is

expected to modify future acts in the direction of conform-

ity" (f. p.5).

In summarYr potdêr:

t. exists as a relationshiP.

2. usually exj-sts for one member only. While the other

member has a po\¡/er base , it f ail s to operate with

enough strength in the curren¿ relationship.

3. ís based on control over specific aspects of the

shared environment.
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includes decision making, where the powerholder has

the decision to use available sanctions and the

recipient decides whether to yíeld and conform.

5. involves the ability to use sanctions that are

negative for the recipient to modify behavi.our.

Power is much more complex than these five character-

istics appear. !,Iithin any Power structure one finds identi-

fiabLe features, including Power-control relationshj'ps '

reciprocity, omnipresence, and the concept' of authority and

legitimacy. These features will be expanded in the follow-

ing ParagraPhs"

Both po\rJer and control exists within any pol¡/er struc-

ture operating between t!.to parties. The dj-f ference between

these two concepts should be recognj-zed. "Contro} is a

non-reciprocal relationship in the sense that it exists

beÈween an actor and Some element of the environment that

cannot react rationally to shared behavioural expectancies

...Control is always contingent upon understanding the

nature of the object being controlled" (1, P.22), Power,

however, is a social relationship "that rests on the basis

of some paètern of cont.rols and is reciprocal... Both mem-

bers of the relationship act in terms of their own self

inÈerest and...do so in terms of the controls èhat each has

over matters of interest to the other" (1, P.22).

Cont.roI is a one-vray proceSs but power operates in

both directions between the parties involved in the social

relationship. The resPonse to control is not rational but
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resPonse to

SPond in f¡/ays

lationshiP '

Direct control can exist over humans because the human

Lng is an environental object, element, or thing' How-

et t direct control over humans can seldom occur over

tensive periods of timer paÍticularly within close

lationships. As social distance increases, the pol{er-

holder perceives others more as environmental objects than

as reciprocal members of a relationship. l,Ihen this type of

relationship exists, extended control is possible because

action directed toward the individual by the powerholder is

based on stereotyped characteristics of the group to which

the individual belongs (1). Similarly, it would be expected

that the Power recipient would feact to the powerholder

based on perceived st'ereotyPed characteristics'

Just as potice officers are often expected to have

direct control over humans, they 'are also given control over

symbols. Slrmbol .control rests on the allocation of power to

an individual or unit to perform under certaj-n recognized

conditions, a rit,ual action. Tfhis action is symbolíc in

that it carries equivalent meaning to all who share a parti-

cular culture. "Some set of peopler or social units, that

control some telting portion of the environment give their

right of decision makj-ng to some other person. To keep in

bounds, the activities of this individual, they agree upon

po\der is

to bett.er

rational because both

their personal position

parties

in the

eV

ex

re
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eis

ritual control or symbol control that will signal when

exercising this derived Povter under approved circum-

tances ' The people grantj-ng the power want to restrict the

se of' t'his Por¡ter Èo certain situations; the use of symbol

ontrol ¿hen, carries meaning only if used under the correct

circumstances. If used correctly, the power is:ritual
,yecognized to be in force t if used incorrectly, the po\^/er

wilt not be recognized" (1, P.25).

.An applicable example of symbol control is the law

enforcement organizations. Society on the whole, and

law-makers specifically, grants por¡/er to the law enforcement

organization, who, in Èurn, allocate the powers to individ-

ual members of the force. Symbots of control are provided

each member, including distinctive uniforms, badge, firearms

and police vehj.cles. When these controls are Present, the

power is recognized by members of the society, but if the

same po\¡/er actions are attempted withouÈ these symbols, the

por¡/er is not recognized.

The concept of power incudes the characteristj-cs of

reciprocity and omnipresence. All por¡/er relationships are

reciprocal in nature, but they are not necessarily egual,

balanced, or equivalent. It is precisely in those cases

where the power is not equal that the power aspect of the

relationship can most easily be seen to operate. If a

member of a social relat j-onship states , " I am powerless . " ,

it is more likely that he has simply found hj-mself in a

situation where the po\¡/er of another member has him So
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onLaLned

LLracLíve

that none of the alternatives open to him are

(r).
power relationships are potentially present in all

sociaL relationships; they are omnipresent' "So long as

d,Lfferences in control exist among actors, there will be the

potential of povter within relationships " ( 1 , P' 28) ' No

relationship is immune from the influence of power, from the

mostcasualtothemostintimatesocialrelationship.
FinalIy, the characteristics of authority and legiti-

macy are commonly used within the literature dealing wi.th

power. Adams, Lg75, views authority as a term which is

applied to an individual who possesses poh/er, wtrile tegiti-

macy is the cultural potential of an authority, Iat¡¡, or act'

to the effect that it conforms.to a recognized standard'

simply put, authority answers the question, "lrlhat is the

basís of power?" while legitimacy anstters the question' "Who

agrees that the power should not be challenged?"

The basis for authority rests in an agreement among

the people who recognize it, but this agreement'is generally

conditional upon performance. If the individual given the

authority faits to perform specified tasks saÈj-sfactorily,

the authority he hotds will probably be challenged. The

basis for legitimã.clr however, is inherently a matter of

agreement, whj-ch does not have to be proven through perform-

ance (1 ) .
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of the most significant' and obvious indicators of
tt one

and social change is the emergence of disaccord
tural

the assignment of legitimacy" (1, p.33). Because there
et

,s a Performance test for the assignment of authority, there

afL ob j ective

it or when

basis for the agreement about where to
:t

ssign Èo revoke it. However, there are a varl--

eLY of reasons to disagree with the legitimacy of any

authoritY grouP' Í^lhen subjective challenges are made again-

st legitimacy, it indicates a social breakdown of accepted

principles and st.andards (r). fhere are many examples of

this type of breakd,own, including the legitimacy of slave

ownership or the legÍtimacy of a military coup'

There are two types of authority, skill authority and

power authority. Skill authority relates to the person who

does ,something' better than anyone else. Skill authoriÈy

is easily challenged and must be continually proven. Power

authority is more abstract, based' upon an ' j-nvisible'

source. It is not easily challenged because it is not easi-

ly seen and understood.

The above discussion explains the structure and

character of power in general and social pov/er j-n specj'fics '

A question remaj.ns, Ttowever; How is the power act completed?

The power act is a complex, sequencial process which

is applicable to any situation involving social po\¡rer '

Kipnis, Lg74, d,escribes the po\^/er act, from the perspective

of the powerholder.
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The first step of the power act considers the reason

the po\der, which originates in man' s depend-

to mediate important outcomes for hi-mse1 f .

exercisLng

on others

en this dePendencY is combined wiÈh a belief that others

e unwilling to cooperate, the powerholder experiences an

nclination to exert pressures to gain the desired actions.

ese inclinations are Pohter

individual exPeriences an

motivations which "arise when

aroused need st.ate which can
an

only be satisfied by inducing aPPropriate behaviours in

otherg!' (24, P'84 ) '

The three Po!'/er motivati-ons include:

d.e An irrati-o nal resÞonse: When power mot j.vation is

def ined as gaining satisf act j-on from the manj.pulation of

others, the Power need is Seen as irrational, neurotic, and

perverted.

b. As a role behaviour: The needs to be satisfied origi-

nate in the powerholder's desire to perform an assigned

institutional role correctlY.

c. As a uni.versal drive: This source of need is assoc-

iated with the view that Power motivation is a universal

attribute of mankind. fhe emphasis is on the pursuit of

resources that will be useful in influencing others and

providing "the good life".

Following need arousal in the powerholder, a request

for compliance is made. If the target individual refuses or

resists compliance, the power act continues with the po\,t/er-

holder considering the resources available for use in
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þLaínLrLg 
the compliance. The resources available to the

rholder include both personal and instj-tutional .

petsona] resouries are ones which reside within the individ-

ua1 such as superior intellect or physical strength' These

tresources are the result of each persons unique endowments

and not available to any other person" Institutional

resources are derived from an individuar's participation in

an institutional role and access to these resources vary

with the position attained within the organization.

Examples of institutional resources include money, Iaw, and

milj.tarY force.
,,There are functional relations between the nature of

the needs that have been aroused and the kinds of resources

it, is proper to invoke" (24, P.90). For example, to satisfy

the need for love and affection, it is not considered aPPro-

priate to invoke personal resources of physical strength

nor institutional resources like money or occupational

position.

Prior to using any resource, the powerholder exper-

iences a region of inhibitions. A number of factors have

been postulated aS inhibiting the invocation of resources,

including:

a. the cost versus benefit of utilization of resources.

b. the subjective values and attitudes of the powerholder

that may inhibit resource use.

c. the restraints originating from the norms of grouPs,

institutions, or societies may inhibit invocation.
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'ways

Lion

teso
,his

1s

iþition against invoking resources may act on one of tlvo

. , .f.irst, it may diminish the individual' s power motiva-

...second, the individual may have to use dj-fferent

urces than those initiatly preferred in order to" satisfy

needs " (24 r P. 92) .

ff, the region of inhÍbition is passed, the power act

continues with the consideration of the meaRs of influence

to be used. Thís step answers the question, "Ho¡¡/ shall the

resources be presented. . .as a promise?. . .as a threat?"

Kipnis, Lg74, suggests that the powerholder may exploit a

base of power in the following hrays:

a. By exercising physical control over ÈÏre target or his

environment.

b. By exercising control over the gains and costs that

the target will actually experience'

c. By making advantageous use of the target's attitude

about being influenced.

once the means of influence has been decided, the

powerholder must wait for the target response to the

presentation of resources. This feedback from the target

provides the powerholder with information as to the success

of his povter attempt. If there is continued resistance by

the Èarget, and if the Power motivation is stilI strong

within the powerholder, the first steps will be repeated

again to obtain the desired compliance.

Ttre final step of the power act is a consj-deration of

the consequences of Èhe act.ion for the powerholder. "If his
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influence attempt is successful and hj-s needs are reduced,

L,.e powerholder should experience satisfaction. . . If his

influence attempt is resisted and his needs remain unful-

filled, the powerholder should experience frustration and

self-doubt" (24, p.93). fn addition to these immediate

consequences, the use Of resources to cOntrOl may have long

term ef fects such aS af f ecting the pol¡/erholder's perception

of self-worth, standards, values, and attitudes. These long

term effects wilI ultimately change his subsequent use of

power.

The powerholder is not the only member of the social

relationship that performs the evaluative step. The target

also, evaluates the total experience and his reactions to

the attempts to influence his behaviour. The result of this

evaluation wilt affect the manner in which the target will

respond to subsequent requests for compliance.

The steps of the power act are capsulized in Figure L,

page L7 . and" an example of the povüer act is included in

Figure 2, page 18. Within the relationship between a police

officer and a citizen, this process will be followed. The

results of each encounter will influence the subsequent

behaviours of both the officer and the civilianr âs well as

their respective perceptions of one another.

The bases of social power (French & Raven, 1959 ) or

the means of influence (Xipnis , Ig74) are the means by which

the po\¡/er act takes p1ace. The bases of social pov/er ref ers

to the rel-ationship between the powerholder, P, and the
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f . irratj-onal response
2. role behaviour
3. universal. drive

Request f'ot
ðompriance # Target ComPliestlt+
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Resists/Refuses
MOTTVATION REDUCED-

Powerholder considers
Resources Available to --..--} Regions of Inhibitions
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I
I
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OVERCOME
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Influence: Promise?

Threat?t
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*Powerholder gets
Target Response #TARGET REFUSES/RESISTS
èo Invocation

+
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J
EvaluaÈion

Figure l. fhe Power Act.
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Arousal

( police see a motorist speeding in his vehicte)

of Power Motivation
Role Behav

powerholder (police)
ur

tn
IO

Request for ComPliance

(request licence)
I

I
Y

RESIST/REFUSE

Complies

I
Powerholder Considers
Available Resources

I
INVOKES

Jlder Gets
e to Invo

Regions of Inhibitions

per sonal / inst'iÈutional

Powerholder Considers l"leans of Influence
- promise (sPeeding ticket)
- itrreat (ariest for resisting)

( is force/gun
appropriate? )

Target
catión 4 RESIST/RÈ¡'usE

Powerho
Respons

I
COMPLIES

J
Evaluation of Process

Figure 2. An Example of the Power Act'
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atge- individual ' T ' .upon whom the power is exerted '

tench and Raven, I959, identified five different power

ases, coercive Povter (e), referent pov/er (A) ' expert polver

c), legitimate power (o), and reward po\,/er (e). Each power

aeê presented includes an explaination of the power base '

he relatíve strength of the power base, tÏ¡e range of the

ower base, and the probable resources applicable to the

power base'

Coerc ive power involves P's ability to manipulate the

attainment of goals or rewards. This pov/er stems from T'S

expectation that P is able to punish him if he fails to

conform. fhe strength of coercive power depends upon the

magnitude of the threaÈened punishment, multiplj-ed by the

perceived probability that T can actually avoid the punish-

ment if he conforms.

coercive power .is a dependent system because it tends

to decrease the attraction of T toward P. To achieve con-

formity, P must not only place strong negative threats in

certain regions of T's life, but he must also introduce Some

restraining force to prevent T from complete withdrawal from

P,s range of coercive power. If restraint is not maintain-

ed, the probability of receiving punishment for noncompli-

ance is too low to be an effective means of influence (f7)'

Kipnis (tgZ+) states that as P's expectations are

challenged, he is increasingly tempted to increase the

amount of pressure placed, on T by invoking successively

harsher coercive resources. A1so, motivat'iOnaL forces and
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power '

resistence are associa¿ed with the use of coer-

trArl illustrat'ion...is found in the study of
ve

acLOÊs

rdetLY

causing Police to arresÈ a male offender for dis-

violation that allows Police

officers
in deciding how to resPond '

ide from ignoring the sítuation, the police officers may

the offender, make his presence known'

or actually make an arrest" 'What clear-

an arrest would be made \¡/as wTrether the

a, ttemPt to Persuade

use Physical force,

ty determined when

offender continued to

As resistance and the

resist the police officer' s orders'

the Probabilities of an arrest increased sharPIY' If the

offender quiet'ed down and complied in some form with the

police officer' s request, then the incident terminated

without arrest" (24, P.104). Underlying P's selection of

the coercive Power base is the percePtion that T's resis-

tance is willfull and voluntarY' fhis generates thç

conviction, on the Part

influence are inadequate

(24) .

of P, that less severe means of

to obtain the desired comPliance

Referent Power of P over T has its 'oase in the identi-

fication of T with P. IdentificaÈion means that T has a

feeling of oneness with P, or desires to have such an ident-

ity. T,s identification with P can be established and

maintained if T behaves, believes, or perceives aS P does'

conduct. This is a

enormous tatitude

concurrent threat' of violence grew,

a
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P has the abilit'y to influence T, even though
seQÚenLI! 

t

be unaware of the oPeration of referent Power" The

identification of T with P, the greater the
oîger the

eten:-- powe r of P over T"

The range of referent Power may vary considerablY,

a very specific and tj.mited range to a broad encomPass-

fhe range is directlY related to extent of the
rLg tarLge '

ttraction
The

that T has for P.

system produced by referent power may be either

dependent' or indePendent of P, but the degree of dePendencY

'' 
it not af f ected by the observability of T by P ' In other

words,PdoesnothavetobewatchingTtoobtainconfor-

mity. often, neither T nor P is consciously aware of the

operation of ref erent po\¡ter in their social interactions

(17).

Expe rt power of P over T varies with Èhe extent of the

knowledge which T attributes to P within the specific

of interest. T evaluates P's expertise by comparing

his own knowledge and to an absolute standard. When T

area

it to

and P

are not members of the same group, the operation of control

is called informational Po\i/er'

WtrenexPertpo'¡,eroccurs,itisimportantforTto

believe Èhat P is knowledgeable and necessary for T to trust

that P is telting what he knows truthfully. If there is no

trust, exPert power cannot operate'
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Expert power produces a structure which is initially

endent on P, but informational power produces a more

ependent structure. In both instances however, the

ree of dependence on P is not affected by the

ervabilitY of P'

The range of expert Power is more limited than that of

ferent po$/er. It is restricted to specific knowledge and

lity areas. It is possibte for a "ltaIo" effect to occur,

uch that P'S expertness in one area is transferred to other

areas as well. HOwever, tO attemPt tO exert expert po\¡/er

outside the range of accepted expertness will reduce the

expert power by undermining T's confidence in P (17).

Leg itimate Power is defined as that power which stems

f rom "o*e' internalized value ( s ) in T which dictate t'hat P

has a legal right to influence T, and T has an obligation to

accept.this influence. The concept of legitimacy involves

an acceþted socieÈal principle, which is not performance

tested. French and Raven (1959) identify the most common

bases of tegitimate power as:

a. cultural vaLues: P possessess characteristics which

are culturally specified as providing the right. to

prescribe behaviour for T, who does not have these

characteristics. Examples include characteristics of

ê9€, intellect, caste, skin colour.

acceptance of social structure: If T accepts theb.

rightness of the social structure of his group, he
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v/i11 also accepÈ the tegitimate power dj-stributions

withín that grouP'

designation by a legitimized agent: Here, an

influencer, O, is perceived as being legitimate in

prescribing behaviour for T because he has been given

the decision making por¡rer by P, an agent whom T

perceives as being legitimate. fhris extended system

of, Iegitimate Power is diagramed below'

gives decÍsion-making
controls Trto -o

( legitimaÈe
powerholder)

( influencer) ( target )

Figure 3. Extended Legitimate Power

The range of legitimate Power of P over T operates in

areas generally specified along with the designation of that

po$/err âs in job descriptions. The range may vary from

extremely broad to very limited. The attempted use of

legitimate power outside the specific range of that power

(defineA and accepted by the population) will decrease the

Iegitimate power of P and will also reduce his authority.

Such use of perceived non-legitimate po\',/er decreases the

attractiveness of P and may result in societal and

P
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qaniza tional changes of the standard upon which the

te po\¡/er is based (L7 , 24)'
egizíma

Some exercises of povrer are openly challenged by the

opulation because they are perceived as being iltegitimate '

xamples of modern day challengês, whích have often resulted

LrL changes in social standards include protests agai"nst

s¡ganízed. crime, nuclear Por¡ter and world arms race (1) '

Measurement of Iegit,imate power is difficult due to

their abstract nature, but measurement is possible through

the use of att.j-tudinal surveys of t'Ïre population, which

gives an indicat.ion of the cultural rules of conduct and

identify the legitimate base (17 ) '

Reward Power is the ability of P to mediate rewards

f or T. Ttre strength of this reward po\¡Jer increases with the

magnitude of the rewards whj.ch T perceives P is able to

provide. Reward Pol¡ter depends on P' s ability to eit'her

þroduce positive rewards or to remove or decrease negative

situations (L7, 24).

The use of real rewards, rather than promises, tends

to increase the aètraction of T toward P, over Èime' This

attraction feature of reward Power is closely associated to

the sÈructure of referent po!'/er.

those areas where P

rewards to change

probability attached

can reward T

behavioural

The range of reward Povrer is specifically timited

for conforming. Use

systems increases

to

of

the

andto future promises of rewards,
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of the po\¡/er base. Exerting

and failure to Produce the

strength because T begins to

on the results of Past

reward po$ter

Any resource

T before theY
use

will

Raven

bases

1.

2

4

5.

3

sþelieve promises,

erLences (17)'

Examples of resources often used as

Lude pay raises, job promotions' and so on'

d must be perceived as being positive by

be effective means of influence Q4) '

Based on findings of KipSris Ãgl+ ) and French and

(1959), a number of generalizations applicable to the

of social power $rere mad'e, including:

Foralltypesofpower,thestrongerthebase'the
greater the Power.

For a1I power bases the range of influence varies, but

usually referent power possesses the widest range'

Attempts t.o exert po\,.ter outside the accepted range

will tend to reduce the power strength'

The state produced by reward and coercive po\¡/er are

highly d.ependent on P, and the more observation of T

required, the more dependent the system'

coercive po\¡rer results in decreased attraction of T

t,oward P and high resistance. Reward Po\¡/er results in

increased attraction and Iow resistance '

The more legitimate T perceives coercion to be, the

less its use

attraction.

6.

will result in ersistance and decreased
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the

and

9

Access to

probabilitY

increases the self-esteem of P.

'¡'he more P attempts to influence T, the more tikely P

wj-ll believe T's behaviour is not self-controlled, but

is conÈrolled by P. This belief becomes st'ronger when

the means of influence is based in control of

institutional rather than personal resources.

As P believes he is causing T's behaviour, he will

begin to devalue T's worth.

10. The use of instj.tutional means of influence increases

the psychological dj-stance between P and T.

The preceding pages have presented the framework and

background of the concept. of Power, social power, and the

bases of power. What, íf êDlr is the relat.ionshi-p between

social power and the uniform? Section 2.2 examines this

questj-on through relevant literature.

2.2 Soci,al Power and the Uniform

Many variables have been identj.fied as having an

effect on beholder perception of uniform socj-al power( s) and

perception of the character of the individual wearíng the

uniform. "The extent to which impression formation is based

on dress is probably a function of the distinctiveness of

the clothes as well as the clarity of the stereotype

connected with that dressing style" (6, p.1259).
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CourseY (1973 ) used the example of riot-equipped

íce of f icers whose dress and equj-pment created such a

perceived stereotype that it superceded most other

in judging what the \¡rearer is really like. To test
g

tors

he assumption that specific, identifiable stereotypes are

ransmitted through uniforms, Coursey (1973) initiated a

tudY in which two experimenters, teaching similarly

structures

vestmenfs

classes of sub jects, dressed in PrJ-est' s

for Class A and in regular coat and tie for Class

B r V/ere rated by the subjects on a variety o.f personal

characteristics. The subjects completed Èlvo questionnaires,

one on the first day of class and the other after nine weeks

had elapsed. The results of this study suggested that

uniforms do transmit certain measureable stereotypes and tha

the stereotypes may include both positive and negat'ive

characteristics. Although some of the communicated message

fades with increased exposure and contact, the uniformed

person may continue to be perceived as more socially

isolated and different from non-uniformed persons because of

his unusual and devient dress. Coursey (1973) recommends

the need for addítional research into transmitted

stereotypes using other types of uniforms and other subject

populations.

Long and Long (L976) also investigated the effect of

relig j-ous attj-re and sÈatus on a third person, placed in an

interview situation. Their study focused on the variables

of atÈire and status and whether they significantly
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luenced the amount and type of information receivei

ú9ín9 an interview. The subjects were undergraduate

ducation students, both male and female, enrolled in the

ame universitY course' Four

esled, including:

nun intervie\Â/er, introduced as a nun and wearing the

traditional habit.

. nun intervievrer, introduced as a nun, wearing street

clothi-ng.

c. non-nun intervie\,üer, not introduced as a nun, wearing

a traditi-onal habit.

e. ngn-nun interviewer, nOt intrOduCed as a nun, wearing

street clothing.

It was generally concluded that religious status,

idenÈified through introductions, was less important during

the interview than the impact of the uniform. fhe uniform

of the nun has a more significant effect on the j-nterviewee

than the verbal label (as in Èask situation c). This study

by Long and Long (1976) supports coursey's (I973 ) findings

that religious attire transmits identifiable stereotypes to

a beholder. It is also si-gnificant that the uniform is a

more powerful perceptive tool than the label alone.

Rinn (L976) conducted a study based on nursing staff

dress and its effect on patj.ent behaviour. Results showed

that "the highest rate of maladaptj-ve behaviour occurred

when nurs j-ng personal \¡/as attired in white uniforms, the

Iowest rate when staff members v/ere dressed in street

different task situations were

i

I
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gateL '
intermediate rate when staff dressed in

9LLonal The data was inÈerpreted to mean that the

f,ect of' the nursing apparel on patienè's behaviour was a

unction of patíent's expectations and that street clothes

,1¡têf ê more conducive to a theraputic milieu than optional

or white uniforms" (29, P"9a4) "

Although the subjects used in Rinn's (L976 ) study were
rdress

:psychiatric patients I Lhe results are relevant when consid-

ered in conjunction with previously rePorÈed uniform stud-

ies. TTre impact of the identifiable uniform on beholders

appears to occur whether the beholder is in a "normal

rnental" state or whether he has diagnosed metal illness.

This indicates the societal recognition of the uniforms and

the strength of perceived perceptions '

Although the expectat.ions of the l{earer P, is inf lu-

ential to his behaviour toward a beholder T, the more criti-

cal variable of effect is the percepèions and expectations

that the perceiver has of the uniformed person. These

studj-es indicate that the tradiÈional uniform of the .police
of f icer, nt¡n, and nurse transmit to the beholder, specif ic

and measureable stereOtypes Of vrearer role, Status, and

characÈer (11, 26, 29).

This report is concerned with the perceptions of the

R. C. M. P. uniform. Literature dealing specif j-cally with

police uniforms identifies variables which influence the

perceptions of the uniformed officer, the percej-ved social

po\rùer of the uniform and the effectiveness of the uniformed

and an

aPParel.
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in the Performance of duties '

and Cizanckas (1973) planned and conducted a

study of community response to uniform changes '

focus of the experiment" was to alter the

ï
',:

fson
TenzeL

¡rgitudinal

'! ff1e ini-tiaI

sible image of the Policeman in order to make his

arance less threatening and more professional to the

police

ty,' ( 35, p.422) . The changes introduced to the

uniform included:

a. a change from t,raditj-onal militaristic uniforms to one

more similar to the civilian mode of dress, consisting

of a standard.ized olive blazer with an identification

patch, \¡/orn over dark trousers'

b. a name plaque on left breast pocket replaced the

badge

c. no name or insignia to.indicate rank

d,. the removal of Èhe nightst'ick.

e. the gun holster worn inconspicuously beneath the

blazer.

The rational for these changes were two-foldi "First,

it v/as fett that the effect of the uníform ltlas one of fear

and alienation...chevrons and insignias symbolized a

militaristj-c organization to its civilian community an

hierarchial as compared to an egalitarian system...the

removal of the symbols which emphasize the discrepancy

between the policeman and the people...wou1d decrease

anxieties associated. with the relationship. Secondly, it

was hypothes j-zed that. the uniform acted as a fi-lter whi-ch
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' scteens the \dearer from ideas and opinions t'hat could

potentiallY broaden his conceptual framework" (35, p'aß)'

,/]nís means that it was believed that, to Some extent, âIl

ofÍicer's behaviour was shaped by the uniform. Ttre uniform

y/as a constant visual reminder of both rank and authority

â.ttdt consequently, êr inhibiting factor to the presentation

and reception of ne\¡t or unpopular ideas. By decreasing the

symbols of authority, it could be expected to allow for

gteaLer flexibililty in social relationshj-ps. The rational

presented impties that the authors made the assumptions that

the social po\¡/er of the police unj-form is primarily that of

coercive Powerr pêrceived by both the officer and the

civilian.
The initiat results of the uniform change have been

favourable, both in terms of police and community response'

positive examples cited include an increased recruitment of

more highfy educated persons, Iess violence within

police/community ielationships, and a decrease in assaults

on officers in the fietd (35).

In I975, Cizanckas and Feist released an additional

report regarding the experiment of L973. The L975 report

dealt exclusively with the community response to èhe

uniform experimenÈ. The ability to recall accurately, the

ne\¡/ uniform decreased with age. Overa1I, 538 of all

subjects vrere able to give reasonably accurate descriptions

of the blazer uniform; 13? partially accurate descriptions.

As the age of the subject increased over 60 years, the
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decreased.

the subject also affected the
of t'he

The home

LL Level' Persons livíng near the police station

ered the uniform more accurately than Persons living

outlaYíng districts. The more exposure a Person has to

Lce officers, the more tikely he is able Co recall the

f,otm. FinallY, the more education the resPondent had,

more likelY he was to recall the uniform'

While onIY 533 of subjects remembered t'he uniform

80B of the subjects gave the neht uniform a strong
LL'

sitive endorsement' Only 118 of the resPondents had an

unfavourable opinion of the uniformr ãrld 93 hlere neutral on

theissue.Someofthepositivecommentsmadeincluded
perceptionsthattheofficersinthenewuniformv/eremore

friénd.ly, easier to approach and more símilar to the

ttcommontt man.

such statements indicate that the tradi-tional uniform'

prior to the change, did. transmit stereotypes of the

!,¡earer, s personality and expected behaviour . The tradition-

aI uniform was perceived as a greater coercive po\¡/er symbol

than the ,,suit,, blazer, and was seen as being socially

isolating, rigid and deviant'

Thisfollow-upstudyalsoexaminedthecommunity
percept'ionoffemaleofficers.Inresponsetothestate-

ment, ,,TÏle police department should have more women patrol

officers.", 568 of the subjects disagreed and 442 agreed'

It v/as found that subjects with more education and wtto were
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¿he age of 40 $tere more likelY to agree with the

efîenL '
The sex of the respondent did not aPPear to

f,LcanLLY influence agreement (9)'

The uniform studies of 1973 and l-975 Provides

ant insights as to relevant PercePtual variables,

udíng â9ê' location, exposure, education and sex of the

These variables aPPeared to influence
jecLs '

eptions, opinions, and memory regarding the Police

form.

Other authors have been concerned with the shift in

ome police departments t'oward more casual attire with the

xpectation to reduce antagonism between the police and the

communitY (5, 8)' ChaPman' 1970, rePorts that in many

cities and towns .in the united states, poli-ce departments

have completely modified their appeárance by changing from

the traditional "blues or blacks " ( un j-forms ) to blazers and

panÈs with smalI identifying cresLs. The purpose underlying

changes is to discover the validj-ty of the belief that the

traditional, military-style uniform impedes an officer in

his work within the community. Trhe changes are designed to

improve the police image and make local citizens feel more

at ease with the officers with whom they interact '

Apparently, one of the main thrusts behind èhe modification

programs is directed toward minority groups, because many

members of these minorities "perceive the traditional

uniforms as symbols of oppressive authority" (8' p'r30)'
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fl]vtever '

s of the

critics of the modified uniform include both

community and police personnel. "Police say

ioLg groblems

do not look

supervisors

practj-calitY

ong with other things, instances of mistaken identity; who

s the crimj'nal and who is the officer (8)?

In spite of objections, there are indications that

y peoPle do favour the change and prefer to see officers

dressed less like soldi-ers and more lj-ke regular people. In

a San Francisco study, "one patrolman on each work turn made

his rounds in a uniform that resembled a blue business

suit. After about nine months, abouÈ 1500 citizens who had

been contacted by these officers $/ere interviewed about

their reactions...463 liked the new clothing, 242 opposed it

and. the remainder had no opinion" (8r P.132) .

Because this research is concerned with the female

uniform of the R.C.M.P., it is important to examine

Iiterature concerned with perceptions of female police

officers, from within the police department and within the

community.

tvlilton ( f gZg ) states that there has been a basic

change in the attitude of those in law enforcement such that

the idea of !{omen on patrol, or acting as detectives, is no

Ionger a radical proposal. However, old attitudes die a

slow and painful death. In the opinion of male offj-cers,

is that once they put on blazers and slacks

like law officers any more" (8, P.I32).

have serious doubts about the feasibility

of non-tradítional uniforms. They fear,
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es ate not as capable of handling incidents of violence

LI or as effectively as males" Butr âs exposure and

action with their female counterparts increased, the

of,f,ícer became more positiive toward policewomen "

Ly, it was those male officers who had less formal

ùion who were more like1y to perceive that females had

ace on the Partol force (27) '

The colnmunity attitude toward female officers has

ergone changes as well. Milton (1978) states that the

a of women taking actj.ve, visible roles in law enforce-

t organizatj.ons is much more acceptable than it !{as only

byadecade ago. fkris attitude shift is illustrated

er of developments, including:

a noticibte reductj-on in media highlighting the hiring

of females for police dutY.

. the introduction of female offícers in television

prime time programs

and Chips.

such as Police Woman, Police StorY,

c. tl.e traditional image of the police officer has been

eroded such that young women are selecting the police

force as future careers (Zl¡.

Results of the L972 lrlashington Police Department Study

reported by Milton (fgZe) indicate that the majority of

citizens approved the use of v/omen on patrol, although they

were moderately skepti.cal of a h/oman' s ability to handle

violent suspects or situations. fhis attitude is very

similar to some male officers, wtro question the ability of
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neSS I

study '

Partol

erîal.e
offícers in dangerous siÈuations. Some Possible

eaSOrjs
f,or such an attitude may be that the community has

oL had the exPerience and exposure with female officers in

LLf'e and death,, situations, and continue to oPerate under

he imPression that females are the "weaker" sex'

Regarding the question of female officer effective-

Milton ( f gZg ) again ref ers to the L972 lVashington

where a significant number of \¡Jomen $tere assigned to

duty t'o test ef f ectiveness and performance l-n

comparison to the male officers. Trhe study included equal

numbers of newly hired and trained male and female officers '

Íhe police districts used resembled one another in terms of

crime rates and socioeconomic characteristics.

Efforts were taken to ensure equal treatment of both

sexes by the dj.strict supervisor. other controls included

education level, civil service test scores' amount of

previous emproyment and pre-emProymenÈ interview scores '

The single significant, difference was that 68t of the

females were black while only 422 of the males v/ere black'

The evaluation procedures lasted two years and

included measurement technj-ques of on the job observation,

survey questionnaires for citizens in the community, and

in-depth personal interview with citizens who had some

contact with the police of ficers. Results from t'his

research include:

a It is approPriate from a performance standPoint to
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,,Lre women for patrol assignments on the same basis as

rnen.

women gave fewer Èraffic citations and made fewer

arrests than men, but the results were unclear whether

¿his was due to having fewer opportunities '

Tlhe men were more likely to engage in serious unbecom-

ing conduct while off duÈy. This tyPe of behaviour

may be reflected in citizen attitude toward police.

There were no significant differences between the

maJ_es and females in number of sick days used,

injuries sustained, or absent' days due to injury'

,e. Tfhe \¡romen required, On average , two weeks longer tO

pass the police driving test, than the men'

These find,ings are important to this research because

they provide clues for making hypotheses. Studies have

found that females do not dj-ffer in the performance of t'heir

job related duties r êrid indeedr êrê better police

representatives while off duty. Also, it indj-cated that

female officers may be less likely to arrest or ticket,

which may mean that females will be perceived as less

coercive than male officers.

Thj-s chapter has discussed social power and un j-form

perceptions. Definitions have been highlighted and

theoretical developments have been traced. Variables of

relevance have been identified and explained, including ê9€,

Sex, educaÈion, exposure, and their impact on both community

and law enforcement attitudes.
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OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL IÍYPOTHESES STATEMENTS

review of the current literature provided several

tangents which had potential for new research

The primary objectives for this researeh study

e

b

To examine social power perceptions of the R.C.M.P.

working, sunrmer uniform, worn by male and female

officers.

Tg compare the dif f erence in po\¡/er perceptions among

and within the three visuals to determine the relative

power base strengths, as perceived by different

subject grouPs.

To determine the strongest and weakest po$rer base for

each uniform, €Ìs it is perceived by different subject

groups.

d. To compare the perceived total socj-al power of each

uniform, for each subject' grouP.

e. To identify relevant variables that affect the

beholder perceptions of a unj-form.

f. To identify potential future needs and directions for

additional research in the area of social power

perceptions of persons wearing unj.forms.

Ob ject.ives (a) through (d) encompassed in the

hypotheses put forth in this study. Objectives (e) and (f)

are addressed in the discussion and through careful
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of the results and' their respective implica-

hypotheses were formulated, with due consider-

quèstions and concerns outlined within the

chapters and condensed into the objectives

hypotheses are gi.ven in the null and alternate

rms. fhe null hYPotheses are ones which are hoped to be

expectationsejected"TLrealternativehypothesesStatethe

f the researcher'

11 theses 1 HpI): All subjects, regardless of grouping by

sex or location variables, will not perceive any significant

dj.fference between total social povter means Scores and the

main value of 3.50, for each unifOrm style. Ttris means that

sub j ects in thj-s study wilt perceive that the R. C. M ' P '

officer.does not have povter over their behavíour' The

alternate hypothesis states that alt visuals, for all

subject groups, will be perceived as possessi-ng total social

power values within the positive strength range, that there

witl. be a perceived significant difference '

Hypoèhesis 2 (HoZ) z Perceptions of each social po\^/er base

(coercive, referent, expert, legitj-mate, reward) will not be

significantly different for each subject grouP and uniform

style. TLris means that one hopes to be able to reject the

hypothesis that the R.C.M.P. uniform is perceived as having

no primary po\der base and that each pof¡/er base is equally

important to po$rer perceptions. The alternate hypothesis
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group will Perce j-ve each social

significantly different strengths

style.
pavlêf t

lre s is3 (no3 ): Each subject, regardless of grouping by

or Iocatíon variables, will perceive that Èhere is no

fi.cant difference among the t.otal social powers (tSP )

each R.C.M.P. uniform, Male/Pant, Female/Pant and Femate/

rL This means that the perceived. power is not influenc-

,ed by the uniform stYle and remains constant for all uni-

The alternate hYPothesis states that. the !1a1e/Pant
forms.

uniform

uniform

will possess the strongest TSP, that the Fema1e/Pant

will have stronger TSP than the FemaLe/Skirt unj-form

and that Female/Skirt uniform has the weakest TSP of all

Visuals, based on the prelj-minary findings of the pre-tests'

Hvpothesis 4 (Ho4): It is hypothesized that rural subjects

perceive that atl unj-form styles have no significant differ-

ence of perceived strength bases of social po\¡/er aS will

urban subjects. Alternately, it is hypothesized that rural

subjects will perceive each uniform style and each social

power base as possessing significantly greater strength

social power than will urban subjects'

hesis 5 ¡to5 ) : It is hYPothesized that all subj ect

vJas notgroups would

s ignificantly

perceive that Iegitimate Power base

different in strength t.o each other power base
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uniforms. The alternat'e hypothesis

po\i/er percept.ions, for aIl sub j ects

be stronger than any other socialall visuals, will

r þase'

sis 6 Ho6 : It is hypothesized that reward pol¡ter

uld be perceived as having not significantly different

engths as each of the other po\¡rer bases, for all subject

grouPs, for all uniforms. The alternate hypothesis states

that reward pov/er will be perceived as being the weakest

po\.rer base of aJ-l socj.al power bases examined.

thesis 7 ( Ho7 ) : It is hypothesized that Èhe dependent

variables of effectiveness and efficiency will be perceived

by each subject group, for each uniform style, âs not

possessing positive Power Scores, that there would be no

significant difference perceived between mean scores and

3.50. It was anticipated that both effectiveness and

efficiency woutd be perceived as possessing positive

strength power, that a significant difference would be

perceived.

Hypothesis I (tto 8): Hypothesis I examines the relationship

between the tv/o dependent variables of ef f ect j-veness and

ef f iciency. It. is hypothesized that t'he perceptions of

effectiveness and efficj-ency will not be significantly

different for subject groups and uniform styles. It is
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ed ¿ha¿ the perceptions of these characteristics will

significantlysuchthateffectivenessisperceivedas

rnore Positive than efficiency'

esi sg Ho9 : HyPothesis 9 examines

and efficiencY eo the

the relationshiP

social þase of
effecLLveness

itimate Power' flre nul1 hYPothesis states that no

ignificant. difference will be perceived between the Power

t,rengths of Iegitimat'e Power and. effectiveness nor

egitimate Power and efficiency' Ie ttas antl.ciPated t'hat

,the legitimate Power base would be perceived more positively

than either effectiveness or efficiencY characteristics'

Through ttre testing of these nine hypothesêsr it is

possibte t'o make suggestions that 'could be used as the

startingpoinÈoffutureresearchaswellasidentj.fying

those variables which appeared co signific4ntly affect the

perceptions of subjects

APPendix D, Page L43 '

the equation formats of the

tyPe.

includes the nine hYPotheses ln

null (tto) and Èhe alternate (ita)
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METHOD

This chapter explains the methods of

L the hypotheses. The chapter includes

Subjects

Measurement Instrument

Variables

Data AnalYsis
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approach taken to

four sections:

I

2

4

.3

I The Subjects

A total of 330 subjects vrere tested. Pre-determined

.discard criteria eli-minated 25 of these subjects. Discard

crit.eria included:
,,L, Subjects less than l8 and greater than 2L years of

age. '

2. Subjects who were. non-Canadian.

3. Subjects who were not working toward an undergraduate

degree.

4. Subjects who stated that a family member was now or

had been members of the Roya1 Canadian Mounted

Police.

After elimination of all discard subjects, a total of 305

subjects v/ere used in the analysis. Overall, I41 male and

I64 fema.Le subjects participated. These subjects v/ere

obtained from three seParate ,class sections. In order to

achieve test group similarity, these controls existed:
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All subjects used were full-time University of

Manitoba students, enrolled in Psychology I2O, during

the f98O-81 winter session'

only psychology LzO sessions of greater than r0o

students were considered for èests groups '

Testing was iompleted during regularly scheduled class

times and locations.

AII test rooms vrere equipped with a front/centred

screen.

Alt testing was completed within the same 4 hour limit

time sPan of the day (10:gO Al't 2:30 PM) '

Trhe instructing professor was held as constant as

possible. Groups I and 2 had the same professor. No

one professor waS assigned lecture d'uties for three

sections of greater than 100 studends'

Based, on the response obtained, the sub j ects v/ere

subgrouped by the location variable (urban, rural). Figure

4, page 45, shows the actual numerical breakdown of subject

grouPs.

6
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TCÍIAL SS

30s )

drC{lP 1 Ss GROUP 2 SS ffiOUP 3 Ss
(113 )96

FEMATE
( sl)

T\AT,E
(40)

FEMATE
(s6)

NAT,E
(s6) (s7 )l-l nn

RIIRAL
(10 )

UR UR
(33) Q)

UR
(4e) (7)

UR
(4s) (u)

UR
(40) (17)(38) (13)

4. Nr¡nbers of s:bjects in each test group'
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surerne nt Instrument

The insÈrument used to measure the dependent variable

the semantic differential scale. The scale used in this

dy was developed by the investigator by selecting

sing word pairs from a theasaurus, which \rrere identified

synonyms for the concepts of social por¡/er. A pre-test

5 gíven t,o determine word pair ef f ectiveness in:

selecting a reliable judgement of the concePts.

providing result simílarity among different subjects

{

i

d

s

b

and visuals.

A number of pre-test subjects !'rere obtained by the

invesùigator. Tfhey included both male and female undergrad-

uate students, enrolled full-time at' the UniversiÈy of

Manitoba. The pre-test subjects were individually presented

with a pack of index cards. On each card, opposing work

pairs r,{ere printed. Subjects hlere asked to examine each set

of words and to group them according to similarity of mean-

ings. For example, cards with opposite terms tike white-

black and light-dark may be placed together as having slmi-

lar meaning. After all cards had been placed into similar

concept groups , sub j ects lfere given seven additi.onal index

cards On which cOercive Pg\¡ter, ref erent po\^/er, expert power,

Iegitimate power, reward power, effectiveness, efficiency

v/ere prinÈed. Subjects were asked to use the card terms to

label each grouP they had made. Each label could be used

only once and each group vrras to receive only one label. A1l

pre-test subjects tested had. tOOE agreement when labelling/
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pairs . Any word pairs that sub j ects v/ere

(a total of four word pairs) were eliminated

Table I, Page 47 , j-dentifj-es the number

for each dependent variable, and Appendix

TABLE 1

NumberofWordPairsPerDependenÈVariable

DEPENDABLE VARIABLE NUI{BER OF WORD PAÏRS

page L32, shows all word paj-rs included in the question-

e

Coercive Power (n
Referent Poser (g
Expert Power (C)
Legitimate Power
Reward Power (e)
Effectiveness
Ef f i.ciency

(o)

L4
7

I5
9
6
7
9
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A total of' 67 individual semantic differential word

irscales!úereusedtoobtainsubjects'perceptionsoft'he
endent variables' A seven sPace scale was used in the

which was coded, one through seven' such that numbers

¿wo, and three indj-cated a positive perception of the

base, four indícated a neutral or equal perception'r
five, six and seven indicated a negaèive perception of

he Po$ter base.

Neither verbal nor written labels htere assigned to

each of the individual scales' Instructi-ons in the

questionnaire booklet ( see Appendix C), reviewed oralIY with

each subject $rouPr defined the relative meanings to be

associated with each response space'

Response time allocated for the comPletion of the

questionnaire booklet was one comPlete class period. fhis

time includes questionnaire distribution, oral instructions,

subject completj-on, and questionnaire return. Tfhe average

time remaining after all instructíons v/as 35 minutes which

subjects, used. to complete the questionnaire ( refer to

Appendix A & C, Pages L24 and I32)'

4.3 Variables
.Thisstudyv,asconcernedwiththeexamj.nationofa

number of variables. TLre remaining section of'the method

chapter wilt examine the independent, moderator, and

dependent. variables-
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4,3.L Independ enL/ Moderator Variables

The independent treatment variable, which is manipu-

LaLed., was the visual stimuli presented to sub jects ' The

L1ree visuals used in the study (see Appendix B) satisfied

L¡¡e following constants :

a. visuaL presentation to subjects via colour slide

projections. Each subject viewed one slide on1y.

þ. Each visual showed unj-form in a full frontal and side

view, such that the f ront view \i/as always seen as

being to the left of the subject '

c. Each visual maintained the same background and light-

ing features

d. Alt uniforms shown were summer, working uniforms with

all- normal equipment and accessories '

e. The Same femal-e of f icer is used for the two female

uniform stYles.

f. The visuals remained on screen from the start of the

test till aII questionnaires.had been turned in.

Eacl. group responded to one visual only. The three

visuals were randomly assigned to the groups. Each uniform

is shown in a black and white photograph in Appendix B, page

I3O. The uniforms, as described in the R.C.M.P. dress code

manual, consist of a khaki coloured skirt, dark blue cloth

pants or skirt with a I 3/4 inch wide yellow stripe down the

outside seam of each pant leg. The cap worn is dark with a

yellow band and centered badge. The shirts include shoulder

epaulets and identifying crests, and are worn with dark blue

t j-es and tie cIips.
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The independent moderator varj-ables provided informa-

ríon required to group the subjects for analysis. The four

¡noderator variables are Sex, IocatiOn, exposure, and atti-

tude. part B of the questionnaire booklet, (Appendix C,

page ß2), served to determine the independent moderator

variables '

Sex:
t\¡/o

Sex is
factors,

a measured moderator variable which has

male and female.

b.

c Exposure:
which has

exposure.

Exposure is
two factors,

Location: Location is a measured moderator
which has two factors, urban and rural. A

c.l-assified i-nto one of the factors based on

variable
subject is
the

a measured moderator variable
high exposure and low

following criteria:
I. high school location
2. permanent home location
3. the police force servicing locat.ions ( f ) and (2)

High Exposure Total Ss Response
Maximum Response

5

Low Exposure Total Ss Res nse < .5
Max mum Response

Attitude: Attitude is a measured moderator variable

which two factors r positive and negative attitude.

Positive Attitude Total Ss Response ì .s
Maximum Response

Total Ss ResponseNegative Attitude
Ma xrmum Response

: .s
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as means (x)

social Power bases

is perceived bY the

punlsh or negativelY

does not. conform to

Seven dependent variables l.{ere measured using a seven

t semantic differential scale. Each dependent variable

eð several word Pairs which were combined to arrive at a

gÚre

sual

whichrepresentedthesubject'sperceptionofone

to one dePendent variable' Íhe percepèions of'the

ia1 po!,rer bases are given, numerically'

The dependent variables include the

entified bY French and Raven, 1959, âs well as effective-

ess and efficiency' fhe depende4t variables are defined in

he following list. Subjects wÏto rate a uniform within the

'boundaries of 0.9995 Èo 3.5005 accord' the wearer positive

pO\,tef .

1. Coercive Power (A):

beholder as having

influence asPects

his wishes.

A person who

the ability to

of tife if one

Referent Power (e): A person who is perceived bY the

whom one tries tobeholder as

emulate in

being admirable and

terms of behaviour,

one

personalitY and grouP

3

memberships.

Expert power (c): A person who is perceived by the

beholder as a source of knowledge and advice because

ofhissuperiorabilit'y,skill,orknowledgeina

given area of interest.
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4.4

L'e it, ima t'e Power ( D ) : A Person v/ho is perceived by

the beholder as having the legal and authorized right

to díctate behaviour and/or actions under specific

circums¿ances '

Rewar d Power (e): A person who is perceived by the

þeholder as having Èhe ability co supply positive

rewards if one conforms to his wishes '

Job E ffectiveness: A person is job effective if he is

perceived as performing job duties equal to other

peers and is equally suÍted. to the position as his

peers.

Job Ef ficiencv: A person is job efficient if he is

perceived as performing job related duties with a

minimum waste of resources like time, money, and

energy.

DaÈa Analysis

This section describes the statistical design used and

the statistical analysis that

The sequence of analyses used

$/ere undertaken

are described

in the study.

chronlogically

AS:

I Numerically code the subject responses. Each subject

had a total of eighty (80) individual responses which

$rlere transformed into the pre-determined numerical

code (refer to ApPendix C).

Ttre mean value of each subject'S perception of each of

the dependent variables was calculated. This provides

2
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singte numerical values for each subject, for each

social power base. Dependent variables efficiency and

effectiveness were also included and the single

numerical values determined.

A frequency distribution table(s) was constructed to

alt subject groups, using the same class intervals,

class boundaries, and class marks. Frequency

distribution tables were set up using the matrix in

Table 2, page 54.

The percentage frequency distributions were determined

from the respective frequency distribution tables.

The percentage frequency tables were used to tabulate

the cummul-ative percentage points for each subj ecLf

visual group

Frequency histograms were plotted for each subj ecL/

visual group, for each social power base under study.

Al-so, the cummulative percentage points were plotted.

These graphs were examined for major trends that

appeared, prior to further data analysis.

Using the frequency distribution tables, means (x)

were calculated for the sixty groups itemized j-n Table

2, page 54.

7
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Fr uencY

TABLE 2

Distribution Matri-x

(x)
times

(x)
times

f FORM SUB.IECT GROUP SOCTAL POWER BASE

Coercive
Referent
Expert
Legitimate
Reward

The calculated means for each of the sixty groups are

included in Tables 5 and 6, Pages 62 and 63 ' Results

and Discussion section.

Total social power means were calculated for each

visual and for each subject grouP' Tkre calculated'

total social power (tSp) means for uniforms (Ma1e/Pant

Female/pant, Female/S]( irt) ; Sub j ect Groups male (¡'t) ,

f emale (r) , urban (u) , and rural (n) , are included in

Table 3, page 57, Results and Discussion section'

Sub-groups of male/rural (¡¡/n), male/urban (U/U),

female/rural (F/R), and, female/urban G/V) were

eliminated from further analysis for the foltowing

reasons:

a. Ttre sample sizes resulting from further breakdown

of the main sub j ect grouPs vrere extremely small

in some cases. It v/as felt that the small sample

size would not be a representative nor valid

sample.

(A)
(e)
(c)
(D)
(n)

I

9

Male ( l¡
Female ( r'
Urban (u
Rural (n

)

)
)
)

/eant'Lef Pant
â

e/srirt
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b. Relationshj-ps among the major subject groups are

essential to determine the relevence of sub-group

analysis.

Data analysis continued with four major subject

groups, M, F, U, R, for the three visuals.

The variance and standard deviation v/as computed for

the following:

a. all test groups diagramed in Table 2, page 54.

b. the tweLve test groups of 4 Ss groups x 3 visuals

x total social Po\¡¡er mean.

c. all test groups for each visual for the effect-

iveness and efficiency variables.

Hypotheses \dere written in the Ho:Ha format. Levels

significance v/ere selected for theta. The appropriate

critical regions were determined. The respectivé t or

z values were calculated for each Ho:Ha statement, and

based on results obtained, the Ho was either rejected.

or it was determined that there was inadequaÈe data to

make a judgement statement.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this section is twofold: to provide an

organízed ' concj-se report of the data analysis and to inter-

preL and integrate the results through the discussion. Each

¡ypothesis is discussed sequentially'

Hypoth esis 1:

The results of data analysis of Hypothesis I are

located in Table 3, page 57 and Tab1e 4, page 58. Table 3

provides the means of total social poh/er scores that were

compared to 3.50 (a value which indj-cates negative

perceptions) to determine perceptions within the positive

range. Table 4 provides the z score statistic used to

determine rejection of the null hypothesis.

NuIl hypothesis I states that all subjects (Male,

Female, Urban, Rural) wil-1 not perceive any significant

difference between total social power means Scores and the

base value of 3.50. This means that no uniform would be

perceived as possessing positlve total social power. It \¡/as

expected that each uniform would be perceived positively.

Each total social power mean was compared to 3.50, a

value whj-ch indicates less positive power perceptions. The

Male/eant uniform results indicate that each subject group

perceives total social- power of the uniform as being posi-

tive. The Female/Pant uniform is perceived as possessing

total social power means by the urban and female subject

groups. Total sociat pov/er of the Female/Skirt uniform

indicate that rural and female subject groups perceive
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TABTE 3

Means of Total Social PCI'{er Scores
for Uniform Styles and Subject Gnoups

t¡niform Style
Suþject
GrouP renrafe/Skirt

Vís. 3

Urbar¡ 3.Æ

Rural- 3.13*

Mal.e 3.62

Fernale 3.00*

Ncte.{'leans less t}ran 3.50 i:rðicate a perception withi¡t the
positive fttnge.

* reject Ho; P < .O2

fenal.e/Par¡t
Vis. 2

t'tate/Par¡t
Vis. 1

3.251

3.49

3.11*

3.32

3.33*

2.83t

3.31*

3.13*



2Vis
MaIe/eant
Vis. I

Suþject

4.496*

-o.8100

-o. 1415

-6.2l'40*

4.M82*

-8.0611*

-2.541¡6*

-6.3062*

5B

TABTE 4

Calculated z scores for the
Rejection of ËIY¡nthesís I

uniform StYle

Fernale/Skirt
Vis. 3

Urban Ss -o.7708

' Rural Ss 4.7474*

l4ale Ss -L.9976

Fernale -8.8656*

Note.{ritical region for rejection of }þ is z < '2'055'
* reject Ho; P < .O2
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uníform as possessing more posiÈive total social povrer

nd

ð.o urban and male subjects.

Male subjects perceive the female uniforms, both pant

skirt styles, ês possessing less positive total social

than the Male/Pant uniform. Female subjects rejected

that

nulI hypothesis for each unfirom style and perceived

each uniform style possessed positive strength total

social Pov/er '

There ís agreement among 672 of the subjects that the

working sunmer uniform of the R.C.M.P. officer is perceived

as having positive total social Po\^¡er that is composed of

each of the five power bases. Of the three uniforms, the

MaIe/Pant style is perceived as being more consistently

positive than the other female uniform styles. This may be

explained by two considerations:

I. length of time of exposure of the male uniform,

2. the "traditional" expectations of law enforcement

officers' role and sex.

All subjects are familiar with the R.c.M.P. because of

its long term existence as Canada's national police force.

The int.roduction of '¡/omen into the force is a relatively new

phenomenon and, consequently, their uniforms cannot be known

as well nor viewed as positively as the male uniform. In

addition to th'is awareness, subjects may perceive that

traditionally, the R.C.M.P. officer has been ma}e. This

expectation may result in less positj-ve perceptions of

female officers' total social power.
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: female subjects appear to be more willing than any

og,'er subject group to accept the female officer in a law

enf orcement role. This may be a ref lection of the \¡/omen I s

movement demand for emploYment equity and changing attitudes

,¿oward the female role. The results of male subjects'

perceptions indicate that males view the female uniforms as

possessing less polver than the male counterpart. It would,

therefore, be expected that the less positive perceptions of

the mafe citizen would affect the effectiveness, actual and

perceived, of the female R.C.M.P. officer.

Urban subjects perceived the Male/eant and Female/Pant

uniforms as possessing total social pov/er within the posi-

tive strength range. The Female/Skirt uniform was perceived

by these same groups as not possessing positive strength

total socia.L povter . Rr:t"I sub j ects f ailed to re j ect the

null hypotheses for the Female/Pant uniform while rejecting

the null- for the Fema1e/Skirt and Male/Pant uniforms. The

incongruency between the perceptions of the two female

uniform styles may be attributed to such social attitudes as

stereotyped perceptions of appropriate female roles and

dress, oE the negative connotation that may be attached to a

"macho" image. The inconsistency may also be a result of

the recent introduction of females to the R.C.M.P. force.

AIso, few femafes have been assigned, traditionally, to

patrol duty where their public visibility and interaction

would j-ncrease. Female officers are more often assigned to

urban rather than rural locations. Finally, variations in
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LoLaI social po\,rer perceptions may be related to the sex

diÍ,ferences of the subjects. It is significant that males

allocate Iess positive total social po\A/er to the f emale

uníform styles than do female subjects. This difference

þet\¡¿een perceived social po\¡/er may be a result of what is

.ommonly called "ma1e chauvinism". It. is possible that the

male perception of the female uniforms is biased by the sex

of. the uniform wearer or by the sex indj-cated by the uniform

(skirts indicate female) .

The results of Hypothesis I support the problem state-

ment which indicated that po1ì-ce administrations across

Canada and the United States had been concerned about the

public perception of the female officer and her uniform.

FemaIe officers are perceived differently than males, and

these perceptions indicate an overal-l weakness in the total

social power of the female officers' uniform. This resuLt

has significance for law enforcement administrations in

terms of duties assj-gned to and uniforms designed for the

female officer.

b. HYPothesis 2:

The results of Hypothesis 2 data analysis are tabled

in Tabl-es 5, 6, 7 and B, pages 62, 63, 64, and 65 , respect-

ively. Tables 5 and 6 give the mean comparisons of the

social power bases scores for each subject group and uniform

style. Tables 7 and B give the calculated z and t scores

which determine rejectj-on of the null hypothesis.



Ccrrç¡arisons

TABLE 5

of Socíal Po\^,er Bases for tiniforrns and Subject troups
- Hy¡nttresis 2

&
31
49
2T

62

g5*
70*

Illpotheses

- Vis. 1

Uniform - Vis.

Uniform - Vis. 3

3
3
3
3

3
2
3
2

3
2
3
3

ß
86
32
00

*05
95

- Z¿

- Áo

*

16
79
78
L4

62 = 3.18*
8L = 2.49
46 = 3.00*
93 = 2.63

rejectHorp<.O2

Reward
ve=

3
3
3
3

70
38
83
49

- Zc

- J¡

99
55
89
10

3
3
3
3

70
38
83
49

2
2
3
2

85
70
05
95

*
*
*

3.70 = 2.60*
3.38 = 2.53*
3.83 = 2"38*
3.49 = I.41*

N
31
49r'
2T

70
38
83
49

3
3
3
J

T
rê
¡¡rfe
trn
:AL

4.53 = 2.55*
3.89 = 2.5Lr'
4.2I = 2.63*
4.29 = 2.33*

4
3
4
4

53
89
2T
29

3,
3.
3.
3.

75
42
32
82

*
*
*

ìl:::
.;.
ile
¡rnle

ùar

4.53 = 3.Mt'
3.89 = 2.86*
4.2I = 3.32*
4.29 = 3.0O*

4.53 = 3.16*
3.89 = 2.79*
4.21 = 2.78*
4.29 = 3.14*

4
3
4
3

24
52
03
64

= 4.22
= 3.80
= 4.L7
= 3.79

rÌe
¡rnaLe
rbar¡
¡raL - Z.

24
52
03
64

4
3
4
3

62*
*
*
*

81
M
93

4
3
4
3

24
52
03
æ

.18*

.49t,

.00*

.63*

85
34
62
4

*
*
*
*

4
3
4
3

24
52
03
64



TABLE 6

Ccrçarisons of Social Pou¡er Bases for Llniforms and Subject Èoups
- Hlpothesis 2

E{çntheses

Rs¡lard

Uni-form - Vis.

63

.gg*

Un:iform - Vis. 2

Uniform - Vis. 3

55*
89*

.10*

2.55 = 3.75*
2.5I = 3.42*
2.63 = 3.32*
2.33 = 3.82r'

aa*

.go*

.17*

.79r,

60
53
38
4T

2
2
2
t

2.85 = 4
2.34 = 3
2.62 = 4
2.64 = 3

J
3
2
3

rejecLHorp<.O2

RermrdRev¡ard
Expere =

2.85 = 2.6Q
2.7O = 2"53
3.05 = 2.38*
2.95 = 1.41*

85
70
05
95

.gg*

.55*
" 39*
.10

2
2
3
2

-1

-a

.99*

.55

.89*

.10

3
3
3
3

N
3r
49
2L

*
*
*
*

-1-I

60
53
38
4T

N
31
49
2I

3
3
3
3

ã

77

le'
ú
)art
aal

I6
79
78
L4

75*
42,.
32'.
g2*.

3
2
2
3

3
3
3
3

3.46 = 2.55t'
2.86 = 2.51*
3.32 = 2.63*
3.00 = 2.33

75
42
32
82

3
2
3
3

M
86
32
00

3
3
3
3

*

*

3.16 = 2.5Y'
2.79 = 2.5I
2.78 = 2.63
3.L4 = 2.33*

4,4..

1e
inale
þan
ral

,:ì,

üe
Enal-e
rban
¡ral

18
49
00
63

3
2
3
2

=Q.

=4.

22
80

*
*

17*
7g*

85
34
62
&

3.62 = 2.
2.8I = 2.
3.46 = 2.
2.93 = 2.

*
*
*

ôa*

.90*

.17*

.79r,

3.62 = 4
2.81 = 3
3.46 = 4
2.93 = 3

18
49
00
63

= 2.85
= 2.34
= 2.62*
= 2.64

3
2
3
2
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TABLE 7

Catculated z ar¡d t Scores for Rejecticr¡ of tTy¡nthesis 2

tÌy¡ntheses

MaI Uniform - Vis. I

Fenale
Urban.
nuralb

'MaIe

Male
Female
Urban
RuraIc

Uniform - Vis. 2

Sl<irt Uni-form - Vis. 3

3.0934*
3"5756*
3.3460*
0.8781

0.1575
0.3919
3.660*

-0.475L

2.4l"8¡9*
2.2679
3.0204*
1.4903

Note.{ritical region for all groups except rrral is z < -2.33 and

z > 2.33
Critical region for
Critical- region for
Critical region for
rejectHorp<.O2

326
462
326

t> 2.
t> 2.
t> 2.

n < 30, 23 - L df is L < 4
n<30, t4-tdfisL<-2
n < 30, 28'L df is L < 4

a
b
c
*

.326 and

.462 and

.326 and

Coercive =
Reward

Coercive =
[,eqitinate

Coercive =
Expert

_@ercive 
=

Referent

r"84æ
2"0459

4.4549
r.9L27

4"2719*
8" 9582*

11.6841*
9.3778*

4. BB23*
7.1951*
6.L273*
r.9300

r.8645
0"4082
2.5279*
L.2517

..

I.4ale
'trf'.'"*f'
Urban^
Rurald

::..

3.8903*
3.2M5*
6.1720*
o.9922

il-.9638*
9.8658*

13.0363*
4.2553*

7.7930*
7.4796*

l-L.5M3*
2.5420*

5.2970*
6.4890*
6.0834*
2.6764*

9
I

II
4

.2053*

.5137*

.4355*

.7t25*

o.t27B
-1.8343
-r.0495
0.6661

6.6625*
7.L23L*
7.4909*
4.82LO*

3
4
3
2

.8999*

.8178*

.8503*

39L7*
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l4ale
Female
Urban
nuralb

TABLE 8

CalcuLated z and t Scores for the
Rejection of Fflpothesis 2 (cont'd)

þr¡:otheses

Uniform - Vis. I

Fernale Uniform - Vis. 2

Skir:t. Uni-form - Vis. 3

tirnate

-5.3939*
-6.9577*

-L2.QL27*
-7.548,0*

-6.6890*
-5.3624*
-5.0439*
-5.0680*

-8. 896r*
-10. 1955*
-r2.653r*

-5.4348*

MaIe
Fernale
Urban
Ruralc

Note.{ritical region for all groups e:rcept rural_ is z < -2.33 and
z > 2.33

Critical region for n < 30, 23 - L df is L < -2.326 and
CriticaL region for n < 3O, 14 - I df is L < -2.462 and.
Critical region for n < 30, 28 - L df is L < -2.326 and
rejectHorp<.O2

326
462
326

t> 2.
L> 2.
t> 2.

a
b
c
*

Referent =
Rervard

Referent =
Legitj¡nate

Experb =
L,eqitj¡nate

ÐÇert =
Reward

3.O769*
4.9436*
8.6381*
7.4349r,

-3.6578*
-L.4294
-2.94L2*
o.ß72

1.6340
r. 1356
5.5464*
s',.2260*

-6.5367*
-5. 3026*
-6.5217*
-o.5329

,--
:. Male
l, Fenale
ri,Urban
i Rurala

5.0249*
2.06251,
4.9676r,
2.r8L7

-1.3583
-2.9350*
0.0000

-2.5115*

4.O3L7r'
L.762L
L.2245
3.1665*

-3.1234*
-3.5275*
-3.7165*
-2.8204*

4.4025*
3.Æ4r*
6.OL72*
L.4209

-3.2397*
-6.6309*
4.7747*
-3.9522*

2.2000
r.1152
2.9945*

-0.0513

4.4237*
-8.7920*
-8.5526*
-5.5529*
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Hypothesis 2, null form, states that for each subject

gror'p (Mate, Female, Urban, Rural) and uniform style

¡rta1- 
e/panL, remale/Pant, Female/Skirt) , the power percept-

ions for each power base (Coercive, Referent, Legitimate,

ExperL, Reward) will not be significantly different in

strength to one another. It was anticipated that the po\¡/er

þases would be perceived as possessing significant1-y

different strengths of social power.

The hypothesis testing yielded results which provide

several important trends regarding the rel-ationship between

two different power bases. Each test is examined separate-

ly.
Ho; Coercive = Referent: AII subject groups,

Female/Pant and Female/Skirt uniforms, rejected the nulI

hypothesis. OnIy the urban sub jects, Mal-e/Pant uníform,

rejected the nulI hypothesis. Overwhelmingly, subjects

perceive that there is a significant difference between the

male and female R.C.M.P. uniforms, in terms of the coercive

and referent po\¡/er bases. Referent power is perceived more

positively than coercive power. The perceptual difference
between coercive and referent pov/er bases is illustrated by

Figures 5 and 6, pages 67 and 68, respectively.
The resources available for use by these power bases

are different and cannot be substituted. Coercive power

requires some form of physical or institutj-onaI strength
while referent power requires nothing from the power holder,
for the power to exist. Consequently, these povüer bases are

perceived to be significantly different, such that the
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en¿ Po\¡/er base j's more positive than the coercive Po\^/er

It is Possible

of coercíve and

that the terms used to obtain percept-

referent powers are interPreted differ-

ELY for the male and female uniforms, such that the male

form elícites stronger reactions from tþe subjects. This

d certainlY be a factor if one considers that the male

form has been in existence longer, and is therefore, pro-

Iy better known, and consequently, possesses stronger

tereotyperd responses from beholders . In addition, if t]:e

sex of the wearer signj"ficantly influences perceptions, then

the sÈrength of social power base perceptions may be

increased. by the fact that males are often seen to be more

coercive than females, and perhaps, often more admired, in

this' soc5.ety. Finally, one nighÈ anticipate that percept'-

ions of coercive and referent social po\Àters of the male and

fçmale uniforms would differ significantly. Both the pant

and skirt uniforms of the female officer are perceived as

having significally d.ifferent amounts of coercive and refer-

ent power, while the perceptions of male uniform do not

reject the hypothesis that these power base have similar

strengths. Perhaps this is because female officers who are

seen as possessing the ability to carry out negative threats

are not admirable and vise versa. Alternately, male offi-

cers have the ability to carry equal quantities of 'threat'

power and target admiration. This difference in perceptj-ons

may place the female officer at a disadvantage with her male

s
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unterPart ' as r,,/ell as affecting the desired image of the

e in uniform'

HO Coercive = Expert: lrlith the exception of the

11rai- subjects' Male/Pant uniform, all other subject groups,

each uni-form style, rêjected the null hypothesis and the

lusion is made that there is a perceived significant

if,f,etence betwen the coercive and expert po\¡/er bases '

lsor z and t statistj-cs indicate that expert Power is

ferceived to be more positive than the coercive power base '

Figure 7, page 7L, illustrates the rural percepti-ons of the

gale/pant uniform. Comparing the plott.ed points of coercive

and expert powers on Figure 7 to those of Figure 8, page 72,

clearly shows that¡

a. failure to reject the null hypothesis is shown by

the closeness of the two plotted curves

b. rejection of the null perceived significant

d.if f erence is illustrated by a separation of the plott'ed

curves

c. that expert por¡rer curves are more positive than

coercive po\rer curves. Ttre closer to the vertical axis, the

more posit.ive strength the povter base possesses.

Overall, the R.C.M.P. uniforms are perceived as

possessing sj-gnificantly different strengths of coercive and

expert pg\¡/er bases. fhe resources for the pol¡/er bases are

different, non-interchangeable. Coercive power requires

physical or institutional powers while expert power base

requires resources of perceived knowledge andfor ski11s.
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MAL

aL subjects may fail to reject the

ause they have had greater exposure

efPant uniform'

Íloî Coercive = Legitimate: Without exception, aIl

subject groups for all uniform styles, r€jected the null

¡ypothesis. T'he conclusion is drawn that coercive power

strength is perceived as being significantly dÍfferent from

tegitimate pol¡/er strength. fhris relationship is clearly

illustrated by Figure g , Page 7 4 " Legitimate por¡/er is

clearly shown to be percei.ved as positive while coercive

power is perceived to be much less positive. Examination of

all Figures 5 - 16 will illustrate the consistency of this

relationshiP.
The significance of this relatj-onship is that if one

tests a uniform and finds that it has very strong (highly

positive) coercive power, one may also conclude that the

same uniform will not be perceived as having highly strong

legitimate po\¡/er. This is important for law enforcement

agencies which strive for a "positive image" with the

public. If the desire is to be perceived as being

legitimate, the agency can test the uniform perceptions

prior to commitment to large scale uniform modificatj-ons.

Hot Coercive = Reward: For all subject groups who

observed the Male/Pant and Female/Pant uniforms, the nul1

hypothesis was not rejected, indicating there is no

significant difference in subjects' perceptions of these two

po\¡/er bases. Subjects viewing the Female/pant uniform, with

null hypothesj-s

to the R. C.M. P.
þec
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e*ception of the rural group, perceived that there $/aS a

if,icanL difference between the strength of coercive and

d por¡rer bases. Some possible explanations for the

ffering PercePtj'ons include:

One might speculate that subjects who viewed the

Female/pant uniform shared some unknown characteristic

that af fected perceptions of these two po\¡/er bases.

The dj-f ferences may be a result of Èhe ' conf trict'

created by the Female/Pant uniform. The uniform is in

the grey area of traditional Male-Female role expect-

ations. The vrearer is obviously female, while the

uniform is quite mannish. This conflict might mani-

fest itself in responses that vacilate between

opposites, such that the Female/Pant uniform is

perceived as having onlf partial components of t1.e

Male/pant and Female/Skj-rt expectations. In effect,

the Female/Pant uniform may be receiving less per-

ceived coercive power dùe to the Sex of the wearer and

possibly more reward po\¡/er because of it. Tfhis would

result in definite inequalities.

. It is possible that the smaller sample size of the

rural subjects who viewed the Female/Pant uniform

influenced the results, but a similar small sample

size did not appear to affect resPonses for other uni-

forms. A second possibility to explain differences is

that the R.C.M.P. is responsible for policing rural

areas, and this means that rural subjects are more

3
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familiar with the R.C.M.P. personnel. This might

positively affect their acceptance of female officers

in spite of the fact that rural subjects are less

Iikely to be exposed to the female R"C.M.P. officer'

Hot Referent = Ex ert: The results of testing this

null hypothesis were highly variable, both among subject

groups within a uniform and between the uniforms themselves.

îor all unj-form styles, urban subjects rejected the nuIl

hypothesis, but rural subjects failed to reject the same

null hypothesis. This supports the assumption that the

background location is a significant factor which affects

social power perceptions. It is possible that when there is

greater contact, interaction, and familiarity with members

of the R.C.M.P., there is a smaller chance of perceiving the

social po\¡/er bases of a uniform as an extreme.

Both male and female subject groups rejected the null

hypothesis for the Male/eant uniform and failed to reject

the null hypothesis for the Female/eant uniform. The male

subjects rejected, female subjects faj-ted to reject the null

hypothesis for the Female/Skirt uniform. The results

obtained regarding the differences in perceptions among the

three uniforms for male and female subjects fails to provide

clear conslusions. However, it appears that the female

subject group has a tendancy to perceive the female style of

uniforms as having no significant difference in the

strengths of ref erent and expert po\ivers. This may mean that

female citizens wilI accept female R.C.M.P. officers as be-

ing more admirable and more expert than will male citizens.
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Reasons inconclusj-ve results were obtained may include:

The opposing word word pairs used to determine percept-

ions were not retiably measuring true perceptions.

The two concepts of expertness and referent power are

too closely related for conclusive differences to be

perceived. One must assume that if one is percei-ved

as an expert, then he would also be a role-model.

This obviously, is not, in alI instances, true.

Rather, the two concepts are quite separate in their

focus.

Ho; Referent = Legitimate: All- subject groups who

viewed the Male/Pant uniform rejected the null hypothesis

and the conclusion is made that the Male/Pant uniform is

perceived as having significantly different strengths of

ref erent and legitimate po\¡/ers. For the Female/Pant and

Female/Skirt uniforms, only the rural subject groups failed

to reject the nuII hypothesis. Figures B and I0, pages 72

and 78, illustrate that the rural perceptions of legitimate

and referent powers are not significantly dj-fferent, for the

female uniforms. Figure 11, page 79, is an excellent example

of significantly different perceptions of referent and

Iegitimate power bases

Ho; Referent = Reward:

esis produced highly varj-able

uniform was the only excePtion,

an I00? rejection of the null

Testing of this null hypoth-

results. The Female/Skj-rt

where testing results showed

hypothesis, for all subject
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5 It is significant that the traditional female dress

ítL stYle) is perceived as having similar strengths of

reward and referent Po\rrer bases. Subsequent tests in-

te that t'hese Po!Úer bases are perceived as having less

tengr-h '
therefore, thj-s uniform style is seen as having

s abitity to reward or as having fewer admirable quali-

s.

Ho E rt = Leg itimate: Fifty-eight percent of the

ubject groups failed to reject the null hYPothesis and the

lusion is made that expert po\,{er is not significantlY

fferent in perceived strength from legitimate power. fhe

xceptions included MaIe/eant uniform, urban and rural

Female/Pant uniform, male and rural subjects and
ub j ects,

le/s:<irt uniform, urban subjects. In each exception,

perceived to be significantly differentlegitimate Power vtas

from and more positive than expert Po$ter '

It is significant that there appears to be a percept-

ual link between exPertness and legitimacy. TLris Provides

positive feedback for Lhe R.C.M P. administration regarding

the i.rnage its of ficers present to the public '

fhe simi.IaritY of PercePtions is illustrated welI in

,Figures l0 and L2, pages 7A and 81. Figure 5, Page 67 ,

shows an example of a perceived significant

between the expert and tegitimate po\¡ter bases '

Hot ExÌrert = Reward: TLris null hypothesis was reject-

ed by all subject groups for each uniform style with the

exception of rural subjects l,lale/Pant uniform (nigure 7 ,

Page 71) . Reward por¡rer is perceived as being signj-ficant

difference
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f,f,etent in strength from expert po\¡/er ' The bases of these

different,dependentondifferentresourceswhic}r

interchanged. The calculated z and t scores

page 65) indicates that expert power is percej'ved

fs are

taþLe 8 '

o þe more positive than reward power ' Figures 5, 6, 8-16

llustrat'e the percePtual difference between exPert and

ev/ard Pol"ers, as well as showing the relative positiveness

f each Power base.

fhe rural subject' grouP Perceives no si.gnif icant

difference between'. expert and reward Power bases, for the

MaIe/Pant uniform. It is interesting to note that the rural

subject group has the most exposure to the R.C.M.P. officer.

The rural subjects did not' react similarly to the female

conclusion is made that the perceptionsuniform stYles. fhe

of expert and reward Po\¡ters

uniform wearer.

may be influenced bY the sex of

Ho Le itimate = Reward: fhere is 1008 agreement. that

the perceived strength of legitimat.e power is significantly

different. from the perceived strength of reward power '

Legitimate power is percej.ved as being more positive and

possessing greater strength than reward Po\¡/er , for each

uniform style and subject grouP. Figures 5-I6 illustrate

the significant dif ference in perce j-ved Po\ôter between

Iegitimate and reward pov/er bases, as well aS the relative

strengths of the bases.

A uniform perceived as possessing very strong/positive

legitimate power wilI also be perceived as possessing a

be
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',,W.uk"rfless positive amount of reward power. This supports

L.,,e conjecture that reward power is often interpreted as

being 'v/rong', as in the situations of bribery or ticket

'fixing' '

A Summary of the strongest power base relationshi-ps

íncludes:

a. expert power is perceived to be significantly

dífferent from reward Power.

b. legitimate power is perceived t.o be significantly

dj-fferent from reward Power

c. coercive power is perceived to be significantly

dif f erent from both legitimat.e povrer and expert

power bases.

d. coercive pov/er is perceived to be not significantly

different from reward Power.

e. legitimate power is perceived to be not significantly

dif f erent from exPert Po\Á/er.

The strengths indicate magnj-tude as well as which

bases are perceived similarly by beholders. For example, if

a uniform is perceived to be very legitimate, the same

uniform will probably have strong expert power and weak

reward po\¡/er. These relationships may be critical when one

considers the implementation of uniform modifications to

obtain a des j-red image.
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Table g , page 85, gives the mean total socj-al po\¡/er

scores that v/ere compared and those test situations which

¡ejected the nuII hypothesis. Table 10, page 86, gives the

calculated z scores for each hypothesis situation, which

determj-nes re j ection .

Hypothesis 3 was posed to determine the relative

strengths of the perceived total social po\¡/er allocated to

each R.C.M.P. uniform by the four subject groups. It was

expected that the Male/eant uniform would be perceived as

possessing the most total socj-aI po\¡/er, followed by the

remate/Pant, the Female/Skirt uniforms.

There is no concLusive evidence that would support the

belief that the Male/eant uniform is percei-ved more

positively than the Female/Pant uniform. There is no

agreement that the perceived total soc j-al po\¡/er of the

Female/Pant uniform is more positive than that of the

Female/Skirt unitori. At a 98A level of conf idence, mal-e

subjects failed to reject the nuII hypothesis for each

uniform comparison. It may be suggested from examination of

raw mean scores that male =y¡jects perceive the female/Skirt

(3.00) to be most powerful, fol-lowed by the FemaÌe/Pant

(3. 11) then the lvlale/Pant ( 3. 13 ) uniform being perceived as

the least powerful. This may be a result of the male

subject making a conscious effort to be 'fair' to the female

uniforms. That is, a perceptual effort to see the female

uniforms positively in order to be a "liberated male"!



TABI.,E 9

Ccrn¡nrison of the Tbtal Social PoIr'Jer Means
of tÌ¡e tlniform StYIes

t[4ntheses
Subject
Group

Urban Ss

Rural Ss

Male Ss

Fernale Ss

* rejectFlc;p<.O2

Fernal e/Pant=FernaI e/Stci rt
Vis.2=Vis.3

3.25 = 3.45*

3.32 = 3.I3

3.ll = 3.0O

3.49 = 3"62

æ
ul

Ma I e/Pant=Fernat e/Sf i rt
Vis. I =Vis.3

2.83 = 3.13*

3.31 = 3.62*

3.13 = 3.OO

3.33 = 3.46

Mal e/Pant=Fernale/eant
Vis. I:Vis.2

3.33 = 3.25

3.31 = 3.49

3.13:3.1I

2*3B3 32.



TABI,E IO

Calculated z Scores for tl.e Rejectiør of tly¡nthesis 3

tÌIpotheses
Subject
Group

Urban Ss

Rural Ss

MaIe Ss

Fernale Ss

Iüote.-Critical region is z < -2.055* reject Ho; p < .02

f ernal e/ eant=Fernal e/ Sti rU
Vis.2=Vis.3

-2.6889*

r.3679

r.2304

-r.3486-3.0392*

r.5535

-r.7520

-2.5084*

Male/Pant=Fernate/ Skirt
Vis.l=Vis.3

o.2265

-t.Bo9l

-3.5740*

-t.oBB4

I'4ale/Pant=Fernal e/ eant
Vis. I =Vis. 2

æ
Ol
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Fema]e subJeft6,'ãt a 9BE leve} of confidence, failed

Lo reject the nulI hypothesis comparing Male/Pant and

gemale/Pant uniforms, Female/pant and Female/Sfirt uniforms

but did reject the null hypothesis comparing the Male/Pant

and female/Skirt uniforms. Comparison of the mean scores

indicates that f emales perceive the total social-po\¡/er of

the Male/pant most positively, the Female/Pant next,

followed by the Female/Skirt uniform.. This indicates that

female subjects find it difficult to accept the

tradj-tionalIy dressed female officer as having similar

levels of social po\¡/er as the traditionally uniformed male

personnel. It is possible that the skirt continues to

transmit a "weakness " to the f emal-e beholder, in spite of

recent develOpments in the women's movement, ERA, and sexual

equality in the workforce.

Rural subjects faited to reject the null hypothesj-s

comparing the Female/Pant and female/Skirt uniforms.

Comparisons between the Male/eant unj-form and both female

uniform styles resultéd in a rejection of the null

hypothesis by rural subjects. The MaIe/Pant uniform is

perceived to be the most po\^/erful of all three uniforms,

while the Female/Pant uniform would appear to be perceived

as least po\^/erful, bY the rural sub jects . This result may

be caused by the exposure a rural subject has had to the

R.C.M.P. mal-e officer. Urban subjects perceived only the

two female uniforms as havJ-ng significant differences in the

total social power means.



Generally, the three R-c.M.P. uniforms where

hold the following total social power (TSP)

88

perceived

relation-

tn.e

rft'te

ln

'be

ips;,

Male/pant TSP = Female/Pant TSP > Female/Stirg TSP

strongest uniform is the traditional Male/Pant uniform'

weakest uniform, overall, is the Female/Sfirt uniform"

light of these perceptions of total social pov/er, it may

wise to consider dj-scarding the skirt uniform, êltogeth-

er. Tfhis move may help to solidify the image of the

Female/Pant uniform and increase her total social power.

d Hypothesis 4z

TTre mean Scores that vtere compared and results of the

hypotheses tests are given in Table 11, Page 89. Table.L2,

page 90, provides the calculated t scores used to determine

rejection regions for the hypothesis tests.

. Hypothesis 4 examined the relationship between rural

and' urban subjects' percepÈions of the posi-tiveness or

strengths of the five social po\¡/er bases (Coercive,

Referent, Expert, LegitimaÈe, Reward) for the three uniform

styles (Male/Pant, Fema1e/Pant, Female/S:<irt) . TLre alter-

nate hypothesis stated that. the power base means percej-ved

by the rural subjects would be smaller than the social polver

base means perceived by the urban subjects, fot the same

uniform style. fhe smaller the mean, the greater the power

base strength, so it $/as anticipated that rural sub j ects



TABI,E II

Ccngnrison of Rural and licban Subjects'
Perceptions of the Social Pov¿er Bases

t[4nthesis: R¡ral Perception = Urban Perception
Uniform
Style

UaIe/eant
Vis. I

nemale/Pant
Vis. 2

Fernate/
Vis. 3

Note.-þr¡nthesis st¡tenrents written in rural = r:rban forrnat
* reject fb; p < .O2

Rer¡tard
(n)

3.lO = 3.89*

2.82 = 3.32

3.79 = 4.L7r'

@(o

I.4l = 2.38*

2"33 = 2"63

2.64 = 2.62

Legitirate
(o)

2.95 = 3.05

3.L4 = 2.78

2.63 = 3.OO*

Expert
(c)

3.21 = 3.49

3.0O = 3.32

2.93 : 3.46*

Referent
(e)

3.49 = 3.83*

4.29 = 4.21

3.64 = 4.03*

Coercive
(e)



Uniform
Style

t,tale/eant
- Vis. I

Fernale/eant
- Vis. 2

TABLE 12

calculated t scores for the RejecLion of Flypothesis 4

tll4nthesis: Rural Perception = Urban Perception

Reward
(n)

-5.4249*

2.2503

Fernale/
- Vis.

-2.393L*
3

a critical regíon for
b criti".l region for
c Critical region for
* reject Ho; P < .O2

df; t < -2.074
df; t < -2.160
df; t < -2.052

23
L4

n<30,
n<30,
n<30, 2A

-1
-I
-l

(.o
o

Legitirnate
(r)

-5.4249*

-r.5562

o.L432

Ex¡rert
(c)

-0.4156

2.0907

-2.726L*

-r.6252

-L.3372

-4.7724*

Referent
(B)

-2.3895*

0. l9r2

-2.44L5*

Coercive
(A)
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would
allocate the stronger Power bases to each uníform.

At a 98t Ievel of conf idence, in no instances v'as the

null hypothesis totally rejected' Ttre null hYPothesis was

for the Male/Pant uniform in the following Po\^rer

tegitimate, reward, and coercive' The nuII

hyPothesis hlas not rejected for t'he referent and exPert

Power bases r âftd one can conclude that there is no

siginificant difference in the rural/urban PercePtions of

these two Power

Power base, fot

sub j ects did not perceive any significant difference in the

strengths of coerctve, referent, exPert, legitimate and

reward power bases.

The null hypothesis for the Female/Skirt uniform wás

re jected for all po\¡rer bases with the exception of

legitj-mate power. There is no significant difference

between the perception of the legitj-mate power base for the

Female/Skirt uniform by rural and urban subjects. There is,

however, a significant difference perceived to be between

the mean scores of coercive, referent, expert, and reward

po\â/er bases , for the Female/Skirt uniform, rural vs urban

sub j ect's .

Overa1l, rural subjects perceive the traditionally

dressed maLe and female officers differently than do urban

sub jects. For the l,la1e/Pant and Female/Skj-rt uniforms '

rural subjects perceive most power bases more positively

than do urban subjects. Ítris may supPort the conjecture

T

i
i

ì

te)ecLed

þasesz

The nulI

bases for the ltale/Pant uniform'

hypothesis failed to be rejected for each

the Female/Pant uniform. Rural and urban
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Lrra1- as familiarity increases, so does perceived strength of

Lne social power bases " Rural subjects are more likely than

urban subjects to think that R.c.M.P. officers are more

pov/erful because they have more interaction with the

p.C.M.p. police force. r¡r¡re Female/Pant uniform is perceived

þy rural and urban subjects as having no significant

difference between social base mean scores ' fhris may be a

result of a mental conflict in trying to deal with the dual

male/female appearance of the uniform or perhaps an equal

Iack of actual familiarity with the Female/Pant uniform'

ã Hypothesis 5:

TabIe 13, Page 93,

results for HYPothesis 5

calculated z and t scores

gives the data comPared and t'he

Table L4, Page 94, lists the

used to determine rejection( s) of

the null hYPhothesis.

Hypoèhesis 5 was posed to determj-ne which of Èhe five

sociaL power'bases wás perceived as being the strongest, for

each. uniform style and. subject group. It was anticipated

from pre-test data that the legitimate power base would be

perceived to be the most positive/strong of all power bases,

for each uniform, by each subject group'

At. a confidence level of 98?, the following results

lrere obtained:

l. All subject groups (Male, Female, Urban, RuraI) of

each uniform (Male/pant, remale/eant, Femate/skirt) rejected

the null hypothesis that perceived. coercive power is not
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TAEILE 13

-lañnination 
of ttre Strongest Sociat Ponlver Base kV Ccnrparing

*råát"t 
Pcx^Ier lr4ean Scores fcr Each liriform and Srrbject troup

tfiz¡ntåeses

Uniform - Vis" I

Fsnale Uniform - Vis. 2

Uniform - Vis. 3

Reward =
Iægitimate

E=D

.60*
tr?*

.39*
"4L*

2.75 = 2.55*

-1-I

99
55
89
10

,3

3
3
3

[4ale Ss
Fsnale Ss
urban ss
Rural Ss

Ivlale ss
Fernale Ss
Urban Ss
Rural Ss

3.42
3.32
3.82

51
63
33

*
*
*

4.22 = 2.85*
3.80 = 2.34*
4.I7 = 2.62*
3.79 = 2.64*

* rejectHo;p<.02

ExPert =
i,€gitimate

C=D

Referent =
Legitimate

B=D

Coercive =
Iægitimate

A=D

2
2
3
2

85
70
05
95 -1-I

.60

.53

.38*

.41*

3
3
3
3

æ
31
49
2I -1

.60*
Êã*

.38*

.41*

3"70 = 2.60r'
3.38 = 2.53*
3.83 = 2.38*
3.49 = 1.41*

,.,t',f¿e SS
:ia

",:
rìì

.:

Fsna1e Ss

Urban Ss

Rrrral Ss

3.16 = 2.55r'
2.79 = 2.5L
2.78 = 2.63
3.14 = 2.33*

3
2
3
3

ß
86
32
00

-.'
- 4o

55
51
63
33

*

*
4
3
4
4

53
98
2t
29

-.ÉÊ*
= 2.5L*
= 2.63*
= 2.33*

B5
34
62t'
&

3
2
3
2

18
49
00
63

- 4¡

-.'

.95*

.34*

.62*

.64

3
2
3
2

62
81
Æ
93

85
34
62
æ

*
*
*
*

4
3
4
3

2
2
2
2

24=
52
03
&
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TABI,E 14

Calculated z and t Scores for tf-e Rejection of Ely¡:othesis 5

tflr¡nt]resis
Un:iform

, StYle i"egitinate
E=D

Uniform - Vis. I

Male
Female
Urban
Rural

-5. 3939*
-6.9577*

-L2.OL27*
-7.5ÆO*

Uniform - Vis. 2

Male
Fernale
Urban
Rural

-6.6890*
-5.3624*
-5.0439*
-5.0680*

Fenrale Skirt Uniform - Vis. 3

MaIe
Female
Urban
RuraI

-B.896l*
-r0. 1955*
-12.6531*
-5.43ßt

Note.{riticat region for aLl groups except rural is z > 2.33.
a critical region is n < 3O, 23 - I df, t > 2,074
b Criti".l region is n < 30, 14 - I df, t > 2.L6O
c Critical regj-on is n < 30, 22 - I df, t > 2.052
* reject Hor p < .O2

Expert =
Legitinete

C=D

Referent =
I-egitiJrate

B=D

Coercive =
Legitinate

A=D

1.6340
1. 1356
5.5464*
5.2260*

3.O769*
4"9430*
8.638r*
7.4349*

4.27L9*
8.9582*

11.6841*
9.3778*

4
1
I
3

03

66I

17*
762L
2245

5*

5.0249*
2.0625
4.9676*
2.L8L7

11.9638*
9.8658*

13.0363*
4.2553*

2.2000
1. rr52
2.9945*

-0.0513

4.4025*
3.4841*
6.OL72*
L.4209

9.2053*
8.5t37*

rr.4355*
4.7t251
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signíf'Lcantlydifferentfromperceivedlegitimatepower.
Legitimate power is perceived as being stronger and

rîore positive than the coercive pou¡er base ' Figures 5-16

clearly illustrate the perceptual difference between these

,two power bases and also help to rank order the power bases

¿ccording to perceived positiveness '

2. Al-1 sub jects, for each uniform re jected the nuII

hhypothesis that legitimate pol¡/er is not signif icantly

dífferent from reward pov/er. Rather, it is evident from

examination of the mean scores and Figures 5-16 that the

legitimate power base is perceived to be more positive than

the reward po\¡/er base.

3.Seventy-fivepercentofthesubjectgroupsrejected

that there was no significant difference between tl-e

Iegitimate and ref erent po\¡/er bases and concluded that

legitimate pov/er is perceived to be more positive than

ref erent power. T'he null hypothesis \¡/as failed to be

rejected by both female and rural subjects viewing the

Female/pant uniform and rural subjects viewing the

Female/Skirt uniform. Though some mean differences were not

statisticatty significant, it is important to note that in

every instance, comparing referent and Iegitimate power

bases, the legitimate mean score is smaller (more positive)'

4. Fifty-eight percent of the subject groups perceived

that there was no significant difference between legitimate

power and expert power mean scores. on those instances

where the null hypothesis was rejected (Male/Pant uniform-

T@.. t1

'I,ri
'1

j

j
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urban and rural subjectsr Female/Pant uniform-female and

rural subjects; Female/S:<irt-urban subjects) ttre mean score

of legitimat.e povrer \¡/as lower (more positive) than the mean

score of referent. poleer. There aPpears, however, to be a

pe,rceptual link between èhese two social po\â/er bases "

Figure 10, page 78, Female/Skirt-rural subjects'

perceptions illustrate the perceptual link graphically'

Note that the legitimate and exPert po\^¡er bases are

practically superímPosed on one anoèher.

The strongest power base is the legitimate pohler base,

for all uniform styles. This is significant as it shows

t,hat the image desired by the police force is being obtain-

êd, even in the minds of the 'youth' who have often been

characterized. as bei.ng anti-establishment.

f Hypothesis 6z

Table 15, page 97, gives the results of Èhe hypothesis

test. Table L6, page 98, gives the calculated z and t

scores used to determine rejection of the nutl hypothesis

tests.

Hypothesis 6 v/as posed to determine the weakest pol¡/er

base of the five social power bases. It was expected that

reward power would be perceived. most negatively (weakest)

for all uniform styles and subject groups.

The results suggest major trends. All subject groups,

for each uniform style, perceived no statistical significant

siff erence between reward and coercive po\¡/er bases. Figures

5-t6 illustrate the perceptual similarity between reward and

¿
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TABLE 15

DetermfuEtion of tÏ¡e lVeakest Social Poq¡er Base kY Ccmparing
Social Po\iler Mean Scores fcr Eactr tieiform and Subject troup

Elypotheses

Vis. I

Uniform - Vis. 2

Uniform - Vis. 3

Revard
D=E

2"60 = 3.99*
2.53 = 3"55*
2.38 = 3.89*
1.41 = 3.10*

2.55 = 3.75*
2.5L = 3.42r'
2.63 = 3.32*
2.33 = 3.83*

Male
Fsnal-e
Urban
Rural

N{a}e
FemaLe
Urban
Rt¡ral-

* rejecÈ Ho, p < .O2

2
2
2
2

=Q

-Â

85
34
22
&

aa*

.go*

.17*

.79*

Coercive =
Referent
A=E

Coercive =
F;cpor^t
B=E

@ercive =
@itjrnate

C=E

3.70 = 3.99
3.38 = 3.55
3.83 = 3.89
3.49 = 3"10

3
3
3
3

N
31
49
2I

3
3
3
3

99
55
89
10

*

*

2
2
3
2

85 = 3.99*
70 = 3.55*
05 = 3.89*
95 = 3.10

,ì.,MaIe

r, fecnale
Urban
Rural

4.53 =
3.98 =
4.2L =
4.29 =

3.
3.
3.
3.

75
42
32
83

3.46 = 3.75
2.86 = 3.42*
3.32 = 3.32
3.00 = 3.83

3.16 = 3.75*
2.79 = 3.42*
2.78 = 3.32*
3.14 = 3.83

4.24 = 4.22
3.52 = 3.80
4.O3 = 4.I7
3.64 = 3.79

3.62 = 4.22r'
2.8I = 3.80*
3.46 = 4.I7*
2.93 = 3.79*

3.18 = 4.22r'
2.49 = 3.80*
3.00 = 4.L1r'
2.63 = 3.791'



@ercive =
Reward
A=E

Referent =
Reward
B=E

Experl =
Reward
C=E

98

TABTE 16

Calculated z and t Scores for the Rejection of tflrpothesis 6

t{pot-Jreses
Uniform
StYle

MaIe
Fernale
Urban
Rural â

Ma,l-e

FennLe
Urban
Rural b

Uniform - Vis. I

Uniform - Vis. 2

SkirC Uniform - Vis. 3

Reward
D=E

-5. 3939*
-6.9577*

-r2.oL27*
-7.5480*

-6.6890*
-5.3624*
-5.0439*
-7.5480*

-8. B96t*
-10. 1955*
-12.6531*

-5.4348*

Male
Fernale
Urban
Rural c

Note.{ritical region for al-t groups e<cept rural is z < 2.33.
a critical region is t < -2.074
Þ critical region is t < -2.L6oc critical region j-s t < -2.052* reject Hor p < .O2

-6.5367*
-5.3026*
-6.52L7*
-0.5329

r.844€ì
2"0459

4.4549
L.9L27

-3.6578*
-L.4294
-2"94L2*
o.Æ72

3.8903
3.2445
6.L720
o.9922

-1.3583
-2.9350*
0.0000
o.4472

-3.L234*
-3.5274*
-3.7165*
4.5329

-6.4237*
-8.7920*
-8.5526*
-5.5529*

o.L27A
-r .8349
-r.0495
0.6661

-3.2397*
-6.6309*
4.7747*
-3.9522*
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coercive power base to strengths. Figures 11, page 79, and

L3, page lOO' are particularly good examples of the simj'lar

pef ceptual lines of reward and coercive Powers '

There is lOOt agreement that there is a statistically

sígnif ícant dif ference between legitimate po\rter and reward

por¡/er mean scores, for alt uniform styles and sub j ect

groups. Reward Po\¡'er is perceived less positively than

Iegitimate power, âs illustrated in Figures I0, I1, and L4,

pages 78, 79, and IO1, resPectivelY'

All but two subject groups reject the null hypothesis

that there is no signifícant difference between reward and

expert po$rer bases. Trhe majority of subjects perceive that

the uniforms possess more positive strength expert power

than reward po\¡rer. fhre exceptíons, rural sub j ects for the

MaIe/pant and Female/Pant unifdrms, failed to reject the

nutl hypothesis, perceiving that there was no significant

dif f erence between the strengt'hs of expert and reward

po\rrers. r¡rhus, perception by Lural subjects may be a result

of their exposure and interaction with R.c.M.P. officers

wearing a pant style uniform' Figures 7 and 8' pages 7L and

T2,illustratetheperceptionsofruralsubjectswÏto

perceived no significant difference. Figures L2 and I5,

pages 8I and. !o2, illustrate a signifícant difference

between expert and reward pov/er bases '

It is evident that both reward and coercive power

bases share the position of least powerful social po\¡/er

base. This is supported both statistically, Table L6, page
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98, and graphically through Figures 5-16. This finding is

important in that it. suggests that the majority of subjects

in this study perce j-ve that the R. C . M. P. of f j-cer does not

use threats or rewards to alter behavior.

I Hypothesis 7 z

Results of the data analysis for Hypothesis 7 are

located in Tables L7 and 18, pages 105 and 106. Tab1e 17

provides the mean scores of effectiveness and efficiency

that were compared to 3.50. Tabte I8 gives the calculated z

and t statistics used to determine rejection of the nuII

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 7 determined the positiveness of variables

of effectiveness and effj-ciency. The null hypothesis stated

that there would be no significant difference between the

mean scores and the value of 3.50. It was anticipated that

the variables of effectiveness and effj-ciency would be per-

ceived to be within the positive strength region, for each

R.C.M.P. uniform and subject group. OveralI total subject

perceptions of effectiveness and efficiency did result in a

rejection of the null hypothesis that the perceived means

would not be perceived as differing significantly from 3. 50.

Female subjects percej-ved that each uniform possessed

effectiveness within the positive range.

Both the Female/Pant and Female skirt hrere perceived

as possessing positive strength efficiency by female

subjects. urban subjects failed to reject the null



Penrale/Par¡t
î = 3.50î = 3.50

ttal-e/earrt

10s

TABI,E 17

Perceived Positiveness of Effectiveness and
Efficienry Scores

Ê!çntheses - Llniform StYleSLrbject
Group

Fernale
50

Male

Fernale

Urban

Rura]-

Tota]-

t"la1e

Fe¡nale

Urban

Rural

Total-

Effectivness Variable

variable

3.63

2.82*

3.34

2.85*

3.22*

3.54

2.85*

3.29

2.90*

3. 19*

Note.-Mea¡rs less than 3.50 denote percePtj-ons w-ithi¡r the
positJ.ve range

* rejecL Ho; P < .02

3.61

3.11*

3.36

3.05*

3.32*

3.38

3.22r'

3 "34

3 .16

3.29r'

3.53

3.06*

3.24

3.33

3.25*

3.42

3.28

3.42

3.L2

3.35*
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3 50X

Fernale/Pant
i = 3.50
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TABLE 18

Calculated z arxf t Sc.ores for tlte
Rejection of lÐpot¡esis 7

þr¡ntheses - Uniform Style
Subject
Group

MaIe
Fernale
Urban
RuraI
Tota.l-

MaIe
Fernale
Urban
Rural
TotaI

Ef fectiveness Vari-able

Vari-able

FenÞLe/Skirc
i = 3.50

o.9L49
-6"7527*
-1.3989
4.7L70*c
-4.1979*

0.3190
-5. 861r*
-r.968l
-3.9037rc
4.75M*

Note.{ritical region for al-l groups except rural is
z < -2.055a critical region for n < 30, 23 - L df is L < -2,074

Þ critical region for n < 30, L4 - L df is t < -2.160c Critical region for n < 30, 2B - L df is L < Q..O52* reject Hor p < .O2

o.2582
-2.2563t
-r.7186
-L.73474
-3. 5rr7*

0.7806
-2.7008*

L.L745
-2.2rL3*b
-2.4L6r*

4.6r2L
-r.8628
-o.8630
-r.73684
-2.4272*

0.2513
-3.4948*
-2.0015
-o.72Ub
-3.4674*
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hypothesis for eittrer effectiveness or efficiency. RuraI

subjects perceived that both female uniforms possess

positive strength effectiveness but that the male uniform

does not possess posj-tive strength effectiveness. MaIe

subjects failed to reject the null hypothesis for each

uniform for effectiveness and efficiency"

It appears that the R.c.M.P. uniforms do project an

overall positive strength image of effectivness and

efficiency. Individual group percept.ions, however, indicate

that the perceived strengths of effectj-veness and efficiency

are not cons j-stently perceived to be positj-ve. It is

evident that the perceptions of effectiveness and efficiency

for each of the three uniforms could be improved, particu-

Iarly for male and urban subjects.

h. Hypothesis B:

The results of the data analysis of Hypothesis B are

located in Tabte L9, page 108 and Table 20, page I09. Table

19 provides the means of effectiveness and efficiency that

v/ere compared and Table 20 contains the z and t scores

calculated to determine rejection of the null hypntheses.

Hypothesis B, nulI form, states that the variables of

effectiveness and efficiency would not be perceived as bej-ng

significantly different in strength. It b/as expected that

subjects would perceive a significant difference between two

characteristics and that effectiveness would be the more

positive of the two.
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TABËE 19

ccnparison of Mean scores of Effectir¡ness and Efficienqr
for Each llnj-form and Subject Gou¡>

Ifi6ntheses
Srrlcject
Grot4>

Effestivness = Efficienq¡

arrt Uni-form - Vis. I

MaIe
Female
Urba¡r
Rt¡ral
Total

Uni-form - Vis. 2

Ma]-e
Fernale
Urba¡r
Rural-
Tot¿-l

Uniform - Vis. 3

3.63 = 3.54

3
3
2
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

2
3
2
3

42
28
42
12
35

-a
-a

38
22
24
16
29

53
06
24
33
25

-â

Mal.e
Fsnale
Urban
Rural-
Tota-l

61
22
36
05
32

82
34
85
22

.85
to

.90

.19

* rejece Hor p < .O2
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TABTE 20

Calculated z and t Scores for ttre
Rejection of tfPothesj's B

uniforms
Subject
GrouP

Male

Female

Urban

RuraI

Tota].

nenale/Skirc
Vis. 3

0.6334

4.2997

o.437t

-0. 3628c

o.4.r'.98

Note.{riticalregionfora]-lssgrouph.rtruralLsz<-2.055ã-Criti."l region for n < 30, 23 - L df is t < -2'055
b õriti""r r{ion for n < 30, 14 - I df is E < -2'160
c Criticat r{ion for n < 30, 28 - 1 df is L < -2'052
* reject Ho, P < .O2

nernale/eant
Vis. 2

ItaIe/Pant
Vis. I

o.5677

o.3463

r.0067

-r . 3759 b

0.9396

4.342

-0.4835

-o.8593

-o.20414

-r.0033
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The null hypothesis was failed to be rejected by all

subject groups, for each uniform style. The strengths/

positiveness of effectiveness and efficiency are perceived

as being not significantly different, for each subject group

pnd uniform style. This is illustrated in each of Figure

5-L6, where the plotted curves for effectiveness and

efficiency follow a similar Path.

l- Hypothesis 9:

The results of Hypothesis 9 analysis are provided in

Table 2I, page III and Table 22, page l-L2. The mean

comparisons are given in Table 2L and the z and t scores are

given in Table 22.

Hypothesis g was posed to determine the relative posi-

tivenes.s of effectiveness. and efficiency when compared to

the strongest social power base. Effectiveness and

efficiency perceived po\^/er scores were compared to scores of

Iegitimate power. The null hypothesj-s stated that there

woul-d be no significant difference perceived between either

legitimate and effectiveness or legitimate and efficiency

variables. It \¡/aS expected that the legitimate power bases

would be perceived as being the more positi-ve of the

variable comparisons.

The null hypothesis was rejected, âs expected, for all

uniform styles and subject groups, with the one exception of

rural subjects Female/Skirt uniform. The conc.l-usion is

made that there is a significant difference between the
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TABLE 21

Ccnparíson of Perceived Strengrth of Legitirnate EbMËr
to Effectiveness and Efficienq/ Variables

IÏ1çotheses
Subject
Group

Legitimate = Efficier¡qf

Uniform - Vis. I

MaIe
Fsnale
Urbart
Rural

2
2
2
1

60
53
38
4L

- Jr 42r'
2gr,
42r,
r2r,

Uniform - Vis. 2

NfaIe
Fernale
Urbar¡
Rural

2.55 = 3.53*
2.51 = 3.06*
2.63 = 3.24r'
2.33 = 3;33*

Uniform - Vis. 3

Male
Fernale
Urban
Rt¡ral

2
2
2
2

85
34
62
æ

.54*

.95*
ro*

.90

* rejectHorp<.O2

LeqitfuEte = Effectj-veness

2.60 = 3.38*
2.53 = 3.22*
2.38 = 3.34*
I.41 = 3.16*

55
5I
63
33

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

.61*

.11*

.36*

.05*

2.85 = 3.63*
2.34 = 2.82*
2.62 = 3.34*
2"64 = 2.85
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TABIE 22

CalcuLated z and t Scores for the
Rejecticn of Ffypothesis 9

I[4nt]reses
Uni-form
Style

Legitimate = Efficient

Pant Uniform - Vis. 1

Male
Fernale
Urban
Ruralâ

-3.531*
-7.862*
-12.55*
-10.07*

Pant Uniform - Vis. 2

Mal-e
FemaLe
Urban
Ruralb

-9.959*
-5.345*
-7.673r,
4.8121,

Skirt Uniform - Vis. 3

l4al-e
Female
Urban
Ruralc

-6.907*
-5.629*
-8.546*
-1.86r

Note.{ritical region for al-l groups o<cept rural is
z < -2.Q55a Critical region for n < 30, 23 - L df is t < -2.074þ Critical region for n < 3O, 14 - I df is t. < -2.160c Critical region for n < 30, 28 - I df is t < -2.052* reject Hor p < .O2

i.egitinnte = Effective

-3.359*
-7.233*
-tl".88*
-r0. 3l*

-LO.77*
-5.831*
-9.r82*
-3.965*

-7.808*
-5.298
-9.184*
-L.432
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positiveness of legitimate power and both effectiveness and

efficiency. AIso, legitimate pov/er is more positive than

either effectiveness or efficiency. This is illustrated in

Figures 5-9, I1-16. Figure 10, page 78, shovts the one

exception, and illust.rates that rural subjects perceived no

s ignif icant dif f erence between legitimate po\¡/er and

effectiveness and efficiency for the Female/Stcirt uniform.

It appears evident that the characteristics of

effectiveness and efficiency can be measured independently

of the social power perceptions and that the social power

perceptions do not inf luence perce j-ved ef f ect j-veness and

efficiency. This is indicated by the fact that subjects

percej-ve the uniforms as being very legitimate and expert,

but aL the same time, perceiving that the officers are less

effective and efficient than they are legitimate and expert'

Given these significant differences, it may be possible that

perceptions of both effectiveness and efficiency can be

increased to a more positive position for each of the

unj-forms. This may be done by adding accessories to the

existing uniform or by el-imination of the Female/Skirt

uniform, altogether.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the R.C.M.P. suntmer, working

uniform does t"ransmit identifiable and measureable Percep-

¿ions of the five social Po\¡Jer bases, coercive, ref erent,

expert, Iegitimate, and reward, identified by French and

Raven, 1959" The perceptions that a beholder ltas, when

confronted by a uniformed officer, are clearly classified

into these power bases. The tot,al po\,,rer percepti-on is the

sum of all component Parts.

The relationships among the fj-ve social Pov/er bases

remains fairly stable for aIt uniform styles (Male/Pant,

Female/Pant, Female/Sfirt) all subject grouPs (male, female,

urban, and rural). while each group displays unique

differences and individualièy of fesponses, overall, similar

relative st.rength positio?ing is evident. In general, for

all uniforms and for all subject grouPs, it can be concluded

that the social power bases are aligned, from most strong to

Ieast strong, in the following manner:

Legit,imate
Power

Expert
Polver

Referent
Power

Coercive
Power

Reward
Power

Most, Strong

AIso, it

Iegitimate

was also

Least Strong

j-ndicated that sub j ects perceive that

and expert power are very similar inpO\¡Jef

well-st.rength as as coercive and reward Po\¡/ers.
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The strongest perceived po\,fer bases, for all subject

groups and for atI visuals, are legitimate power and expert

po\der bases. fhe !ùeakest power base( s) perceíved are

coercive po!{er and reward Power "

, Perceptions of the total social pov¡er, the cummulative

strengtÏrs of a1t socj.al power bases, dif fers as a function

of the style of uníform observed and the grouping

characteristic(s) of the subject. The Male/Pant uniform

displayed the greatest stabílity of total social power

perceptions amoung the different subject groups. Tfhe

Male/Pant uniform is perceived by all subject grouPS as

possessing Positive strength total social power

Female subjects percei-ve that all uniforms possess

positive strength total social power. Male subjects

perceive Èhat the Female/Pant uniform and the Female/Skirt

uniform do not possess strengths in the positi-ve range.

Urban subjects perceive that the Ma1e/Pant uniform and

the Female/Pant uniform Possess positive strength total

social poÌ¡ter, but the rural subject groups perceive that

positive total social power is evident in the l"lale/Pant and

Fema1e/Skirt uniforms. Urban subjects aPpear to respond

more positively to the t,raditional male st'yle of uniform,

regardless of Sex of the v/earer, whj-le the rural sub jects

respond to the tradj.tional styles associated with the sex of

the !,/earer.
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Relevant variables that affect the social power

perceptions of the R.C.M.P. uniform styles include the sex

of the beholder and the background location of the beholder.

Differences in percept.ions are particularly signifícant for

Che beholder sex variable, such that females perceive female

unj.form styles as possessing greater social power(s) than do

maIes, observing the same uniform.

Given the nature of these conclusions, one is able to

offer interpretations of their significance to the role of

t.he uniform in law enforcement. The Male/Pant, regular,

surnmer duÈy, R.C.M.P. uniform is the most successful uniform

in creating consistant perceptions of social po\¡ter. Thj-s

uniform may be expected to be perceived as being more

powerful, overall, than either female unj.form styles. One

may speculate, therefore, thaè a male officer in the

Mate/Pant uniform, will obtain very consistant patt,erns of

reaction from the citizens with whom he interacts. Reaction

to the female irniform, particularly the Female/Skirt style,

would not likely be consistant, particularly when the

interaction is with the male citizen. fhis inconsistancy of

perceptions may negatively affect the female officer in the

performance of duties. It may be, for the purpose of

providing perceptual balance, that law enforcement agencies

place female officers with male partners. This partnership

may assist the female officer to obtain social po\¡/ers at a

similar level as given her male counterpart. Alternately,

this arrangement tnêlr in reality, only emphasize the po\¡/er
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difference and consequently make the female, the inferior

partner.
The style and appearance of the Male/Pant and Female/

pant uniforms are very similar' In factr sortê female

çfficers select to \dear the male uniform components rather

than the female issue. Ttris fact leads one to conclude that

the uniform is less of an influence on the perceived social

power than the sex of the $tearer. If the uniform lvas the

key factor in power percePtions, one would expect to find

Iíttle difference between the l,tale/Pant and. the Femate/Pant

uniforms. This, however, is not the case'

The weakest power bases, coercive and reward powers,

remains constant for aIl uniform styles and all subject

groups t,ested. One may conclude that the R. C. ¡4. P ' of f icer

is not perceived as having the ability to dictate behaviour

through the use of eíther threats or positive rewards' It

is possible that subjects interpret these two PolÚer bases as

being not applicable to the law enforcement role. Redent

publicity regarding cases of atleged police brutality may

have created the opinion that officers cannot force

behaviour through coercion; the citizen has legal recourse

against the use of such Po\,ver . Al so, reward power may

include the connotation of bribery, which again, is illegal

and not part of the traditional role of the law enforcement

person.

The strongest Po\^ter bases

expert po\r/er remains consistant

of

for

Iegitimate polrer and

all uniforms and all
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subject groups. one may speculate that the youÈhful subject

groupisverymuc}tinagreementwíththetraditional
,,establishment" rules of behaviour and the enforcement of

those rules. If the subjects failed to perceive the strong

þase of tegitimacy of the police officer, support would be

given to the contention that this population was radical and

revolutionary. Tkris assumption is supported by the belief

t,hat when legitj-macy is absent, social chaos follows.

The female subject groups consistantly displayed

posit.ive perceptions of the f emale unj-f orms. For this

reason, one might conclude that the female officer would be

more effective with female citizens, because of their

positive view of the female officer's position' Males do

not perceive the female uniforms with the same positiveness '

Therefore, one might speculate that the femaLe of.ficer is at

a disadvantage because of her sex, or that the female

officer requires po$rer symbols, in addition to the ones

provided male officers, to increase the perception of power

that she presently receives. These conclusj-ons are

supported by the current position of many law enforcement

agencies, in which the female officers have traditionally

worked with female cit'izens.

Ttre strength of effectiveness and effj-ciency are per-

cej-ved to be not significantly different' from one another'

by all subject groups for each of the three uniforms. The

conclusion is made that the perceptions of these two

characterist.j.cs are similar, in the minds of the citizen '
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Overall, each uniform vras accorded positive perceptions of

both effectiveness and efficiency. This speaks to the

public image of the R.C.M.P., that the uniformed officers

have some positive feedback as to their job performance

s$i11s and resource useage. Effectiveness and efficiency

perceptons are not as positi.ve as legitimate po\¡/er percep-

tj.ons. This indicates a need for ne\¡t ef fort to increase a

positive public awareness and aÈtitude toward the R.C'M'P'

offj-cer. Once again, female subjects r¡/ere the most positive

toward the female uniforms, supporting the conjecture that

female officers would have the best working relationship

with female citizens.

Limitations of the Study

As in any research study, IimitaÈions are present

which affect the applicability of findings and conclusions '

Consequently, all results of thj-s study must be evaluated in

fight of the limitations present in the research study.

The results obtained and conclusions drawn are limited

to the distinct population of subjecÈs used. fhe social

power perceptions of first year, undergraduate, Psychology

L2O students cannot be ascribed to any other group of

subjects with any degree of certai-nty. Rather, one would

test other groups, using the same data collection tool.

This study can offer no conclusions regarding social

power perceptions of any other uniform. The result's are

limited to the summer regular duty R.C.M.P. uniform. Per-

,...4
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cePtions of other uniforms ll¡ould require additional testing'

possiblyusingstudyresultstoformulatehypotheses.
Thetestinginstrument'usedinthegatheringofdat'a

was developed specifically for this researc?r' Naturally'

the results obtained from the measurement instrument are

limíted to that specific test questionnaire' Pre-test

results from questionnaire development lfere very consistent'

and considered, for the purpose of t'his research, a reliable

measurement instrument'

Tïre results obtained in this study are limited by the

Ievelofsignificanceused'totestt}rehypothesis.The

Ievel of significance directty relat'es t'o t'he certainty with

which one is abre to accept results as being true. The

results obtained in this study are acceptable at a 98? level

of certaintY.
Theeffectoftheunlimitedvisualviewingafforded

each subject on the results of the hypothesis testing was

consid,ered to be equal for aII test groups. Each group \¡/as

allowed the same viewing time' so that any perceptual

changest'hatmayhaveoccurred,willhaveoccurredforall

subjects. Trhe intent of this st,udy !,ras not to isolate the

, first impressions' social po\¡/er perceptions of the uni-

forms, so that the prolonged exposure does not negatively

affect the useability of the results '

1

'I



7 FUTURE NEEDS AÀID DIRECTIONS

The uniform worn bY the

to the role of t'he officer and

R.C.M"P. officer i

to the functioning

LzI

s critical

of the law

is evidentenforcement agency. Given this importance' it

Chat additional research should be carried out on the

uniform and its perceived social power'

The following recommendations are suggested for

consideration into future research:

l. continued research into the subject variables ident'i-

fied. studies involving sub-groups of the main sub-

j ect groups , ptale/Urban, ltale/Rural, Female/Urban and

Female/Rural, should be considered to determine the

consistancy of identif ied trends of social po\¡/er

remains for these smaller sub-grouPs'

2. Studies including the variables of attitude and exPos-

ure of the subjects should be considered. Trhís would

increase the body of knowledge about relevant vari-

ables that affect perceptions of social power of the

uniform, âs well as testing the relationship between

attitude and exPosure.

3. Identificat.ion and isolation of key components of the

R.C.M.P. uniform which affect or determine power

perceptions would provide ttre needed background to

initiate uniform alterations to fíl/ achieve the

desired social Po\^/er mix.
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Comparing the perceived social bases of unj.forms worn

during different seasons or for different occasions

would be useful in isolating key uniform features ' It

would also be interesting co compare the perceived

social power of the seasonal uniforms to the nature of

the interactions between citizens and officers.

A stud.y which introduces net¡/ features to the uniform

would be useful ín studying the types of changes one

could make, and the resulting changes in social povrer

perceived.

A study which comPares the social po\¡rer of the uniform

worn by a model and of a uniform !'/ithout a model would

provide useful information ín determining the relative

effect the uniform itself has in social Po\â/er percep-

tions. This study is important to determine if the

percept.ions are based on the uniform or on the model

in the uniform.

Comparisons of perceived social power between differ-

ent Iaw enforcement agency uniforms would be very

interest,ing in attempt,ing to isolat'e uniform variables

which influence perceived social Power'

performing an identical study, using differenÈ popula-

t.ion groups would test the representativeness of the

results obtained for the university student popula-

tion.

5

6

7

8.
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APPENDIX A

The Method supp Iement

This appendíx presents the theory behind the method

selections in ChaPter 4, The Method. The following toPics

are included in this aPPendix'

a. The Semanti-c Dif f erential Scale

b. The Test Sessions

The semantic differential scale is an instrument of

general utility used to measure connotative meaning' "It is

a very satisfactory measure which can be fruitfully used to

measure a wide variely of aspects of person perception" (28 
'

p.55). It is a technique by which many different measures

can be obtained rather than being in itself, a single

measuring device.. It specifies differences between concepts

in terms of, their perceived meaning (10, L2, 28)'

In the form in which it. is usually administered, Èhe

semantic differential typically contaj-ns a set of scales

tisteddownapage,âtthetopofwhichisastimulus

person, object, of, idea for the respondent. Each individual

scale contains gradations between an adjective and its

opposit,e. sub jects are asked to consider the stimulus in

terms of each of the scales listed on the page. They check

one of the divisions on each scale, indicating how much they

believe that scale is expressive of the meaning of the

concept being rated. The closer the mark is placed to one
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of the polar terms, the more appl j.cable is thaÈ term to the

stimuli, according to that subject (28) '

Most forms of the semantic differential scale use an

uneven number of response alternaÈives. A response placed

in the cenÈral location indicates that the polar terms are

perceived as being equally applicable to the stimulus or

that the subject has insufficient information on which to

base a decision. It is possible to use an even number of

response alternatj-ves, but this creates problems when the

responses of relatively unknown people are being measured.

In these cases, subjects may feel they require a neutral

point, and if one is not. available, frustration and anger

results. Most researchers use a seven point scale because

it has been found that fewer divisions j-rritated sub j ects ,

and that nine divisions are used, the grouping of responses

is often unsatisfactory (L2, 2L, 2f').

Use of the semantic differential scale demands that

one decide whether to include labels to each of the scale

divisions. Examples of scale point labels include terms

like 'extremely true' , 'very true' , 'somewhat true' , and

'extremely false' . If labels are provided, the number of

alternatives that may be usefully offered is lj.mited since

the wider the range of response, the dj.stinction between

adjacent steps becomes more blurred. It has also been found

that when labels v/ere made available to subjects, there was

a tendancy for subjects to make less extreme responses to

the stimuli presented. Warr and Knapper (1968) advocate
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non-labelling of scale divisions. Their reasons are

two-foId, including:

a) Non-tabelting helps to draw the aètentíon of the

subjects away from the midd,Le/neutral alternative.

b), Simply requesting that the more extreme responses be

used to indicate greater applicability of a polar term

is sat,isfactory t'o obtain responses.

Finally, lrlarr and KnapPer (f ge g) state that with subjects of

relative intellect, the oPtj-mum number of scale divisions is

nine. With less intelligent subjects or with children,

fewer scale divisions should be used.

Prior to use of the semantic differential scales, the

investigaÈor must d.etermine the time allowed for the subject

èo respond. IÈ is customary to ask subjects to vtork rapidly

through the scales wiÈhout pausing for more than a few

seconds on each resPonse. After Some initial practise, sub-

jects are able to respond at this speed without difficulty.

It has been stated that the speed at which the subjects work

does not apPear to affect the stability of the responses

(38). This is supporÈed by a studyr performed by warr and

Knapper, 1968, in which the stability of responses from t'wo

groups of subjects was compared. Subjects in one grouP were

asked to respond rapidly, giving first impressions. The

second group was asked to work slowly and carefully through

the scales, giving considered judgements. The responses of

the rapidly respondj-ng Ss !ìtere more stable, although the

difference between the groups faited to reach the level of
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significance. An additional support of the rapid response

pace is the ss opinion that it is preferable to work at a

rapid pace (38).

semantic differential scale raw data consists of check

r4arks made against a number of bipolar scales. Analysis Of

this data requires the attachment of a numerical value to

each scale division in order to make the raw data more

amenable to statistical treatment( s) '

Figure L7, page L27, illustrates two methods of codíng

the seven point scale into numerical values. BOth Are

equally workable, however, it is usually advisable to avoid

negative values, the second example is the preferred form,

and the form selected by this investigator. once the ralv

data of each subject has been coded numerically, a number of

operations are oPen to the investigator, depending upon the

hypothesis of interest.

Example 1: TRUE FALSE

Example 2z TRIIE FALSE
4

Figure L7. Codj-ng of Scale Divisions

62
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Thetestingsessionslfererunaccordingtot}re

informations Presented below:

VISUAL NO LOCATTON TIME/DATE NUMBER
MALE

OF SUBJECTS
FEMALE

I

2

U. of M. 2e /oL /8L
l0: 30-1I: 30

2e /oL /eL
I :30-2: 30

46

45

54

60U.ofM

U. of M. 63 62

Eaêh test group vras treated identicalry. Ttre investi-

gator attended the class at a Pre-arranged time, with all

necessary questionnaires and visual stimuli. Ttre professor

of the class then briefly introduced the investigator and

the foltowing procedures occurred' in the sequence

presented:

a. Questionnaires were distributed to all students in the

class.

b . Trhe j-nvestigator introduced hersel f and brief Iy

explained the nature of the stud.y and st'udent partj'ci-

pation.

3 02 /02 /8L
10 :30-1I :30
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)

d

a

c.

f

g

h.
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Subjects vJere insÈructed not to open questionnaires

untj-l given consent.

subjects $rere informed of their professor's consent to

their particiPation in the studY'

subjects were instructed to number the front cover of

the questionnaire bookleÈ with a 1, 2, or 3, depending

on the visual beÍng Presented'

QuestionnaÍre format v/as orally reviewed and

instructions èo Parts A and B was read tO subjects.

Tfrre appropriate visual was presented on the front

screen, lights \¡tere dimmed and the sub j ects were

requested to begin on Part A of the questionnaire.

Upon completion of the questionnaire parts, subjects

submitted the questionnaire, either in the female

l-

l

group or male grouP.

During the test session,

o f the tj-me , date , and

session . fhris was al so

the classroom.

Sub j ects vtere given the

questíonnaire, but the

twenty mj-nutes. After

turned in, subjects !'/ere

tion and the investigator

subjects vtere orallY informed

Iocation of the debriefing

written on the blackboard in

entire class to comPlete the

average time required $/as

aII questionnaires had been

thanked for their ParticiPa-

Ieft the class.
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APPENDIX B

Vi sual s

This appendix duplicates the three visuals used in the

test sessions. Each slide was composed of two views of the

uniform, one front and one side view.

VISUAL T MALE/PANT UNIFORM

F
I.
I



I
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:
:ltï
,*

VISUAL 2 - FEMALE/PANT UNTFORM

VISUAL 3 - FEMALE/SKTRT UNTFORM
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APPENDIX C

Coded Qu est,ionnaire

This append'ix d'uplicat'es the questíonnaire which each

of,t'hesubjectscompleted"Informationwithinthebrackets

indicatesthecodingofeachpieceofrawdata.Thet'itle

page is reProduced below:

''THE UNIFORM,'

QUESTTONNATRE BOOKLET

Vüíthin this booklet, Yoü should find two sections:

Part A and Part B. Begin by answering Part A and work

sequencially through the booklet t'iI you complete Part B'

DO NOT REFER BACK TO CHANGE PAST RESPONSES'

PLEASE BE SURE TO ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS TN PART A AND PART B'

DO NOT BEGTN UNTTL YOU HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO DO SO.

(#1, 2,
visual

3 to indicate
erved)

or
obs

Booklet Number
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rNSTRucrfoNS:rntakingthistest,pleasemakeyourjudge-
åänffi'oasls of wÉat--Lhese rhiñgs mean to you- The

following pages of PaÉ! i list a series of opposing word

pairs with ur=ãqiãlñd6ided seven point interval scale

betweeen the twó terñrs. yàu are to rate the supplied visual
picture on each of the worá pai5 scales ' Please complete

the scales in-ïf.ã-otd."t in wñich they aPpear on' ¿he page'

PART A

Here is how you are to use the 'scales:

Example: FAIR

Place an X in
to t,he visual
spaces to be

The t'wo spaces nearest the terms

the space which you feel most' closely applies
pïãt"ïã-¿ispiáï"å ott. the screen' consider the

Aäfine¿ in the following waY:

UNFAIR

the term is verY closelY
related to the visual

The two spaces adjacent to the outsid'e spaces =
quite closelY
t'he visual

the term
related

]-S
to

]-S
theThe two sPaces on either sid'e of the middle = the term

slight.lY related to
visual

The midd.le space

IMPORTANT: I

2

Place Your X
provided, not

the term is neutral or is not applicable
to the visual-

in the middle of the space
on the boundaries '

Example: x This

Not
This

Be sure You rate every scale'
OMTT ANY !

DO NOT

3. Never put more than one X on a single scale'

SometimesyoumayfeelasthoughyouhavehadtheSaJne
item before on Lhe t.eèt. tftis will-nol be the case, so do

not look back and' forth thràuqh !h9- items ' Do not try to

remember how you rated ""rri"i 
similar items - Make each item

a separate .rrá- independent jud'gement ' Vlork at a f airly high

rate of speed, throughout thá tést. Do not worry or pluzzLe

over ind.ividuaL items. rt--is your f .t=l impressions, the
immediate feelings about the ilems that we want' on the other

hand, please do áot be careless, because we want your true
impressions.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGTN PART A



AUTHORATTVE (1) ( 2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7\

DOMTNATTNG

CONTROLLER

STRONG

FORCEFUL

POWERFUL

DANGEROUS

DEMANDING

VTOLENT

MENACTNG

AGRESSTVE

RESOURCEFUL

EFFECTUAL

POTENT

CAPABLE

COMPETENT

EFFECTTVE

PRODUCTIVE

ADMTRABLE

RESPECTED

LAUDABLE

MERITORTOUS

COMMENDABLE

SUPERÏOR

WORTHY

PREPARED

PRACTISED

L34

UNAUTHORATIVE (A}

DOMTNATED II

CONTROLLED II

WEAK II

NOT FORCEFUL II

POWERLESS II

NOT DANGEROUS II

UNDEMANDING II

PEACEFUL II

NOT MENACING II

UNAGRESSIVB II

WASTEFUL (Effect)

TNEFFECTUAL I'

IMPOTENT II

INCAPABLE II

INCOMPETENT II

INEFFECTTVE II

UNPRODUCTTVE II

NOT ADMTRABLE (B)

NOT RESPECTED II

LAMENTABLE II

NOT I4ERITORIOUS ''

NOT COMMENDABLE ''

TNFERTOR II

WORTHLESS II

UNPREPARED (C)

NOT PRACTISED II



TRATNED

PROFICTENT

SKTLLED

QUAL]F]ED

PROFESSIONAL

WELL ]NFORMED

CONVERSANT

AVüARE

FA},IILIAR

EXPERTENCED

hiISE

APPRECIATTVE

AN EXPERT

AUTHORIZED

VALID

CONSTITUTTONAL

PERMTSSIBLE

LEGlTIMATE

LTCTT

LEGAL

LA!üFUL

REAL

KÏND

LENTENT

MERCTFUL

COMPASSIONATE

SATISFTER

135

UNTRATNED (C)

INEPT II

UNSKILLED II

UNQUALTFTED II

UNPROFESSTONAL II

NOT WELL TNFORMED II

UNVERSED II

UNAWARE II

UNFAMTLTAR II

INEXPERIENCED II

NOT WTSE II

UNAPPREC]ATTVE II

NOT AN EXPERT II

UNAUTHORTZED (D )

INVALID II

UNCONSTTTUTTONAL II

PROHIBITED II

TLLEGTTTMATE II

ILLICTT II

ILLEGAL II

UNLAWFUL II

COUNTERFEIT II

CRUEL (E)

STRTCT II

MERCILESS II

NOT COMPASSTONATE

DISSATISFTER II

il



CAN REWARD

OF CONSEQUENCE

SUCCESSFUL

IMPRESSIVE

POWERFUL

STRONG

ADQUATE

EFFTCIENT

RESOURCEFUL

ORGANTZED

THREATENTNG

PERSUASTVE

COMPELLTNG

I. Age GrouP:

136

CANNOT REWARD

OF NO CONSE-
QUENCE

UNSUCCESSFUL

UNTMPRESSÏVE

POWERLESS

!{EAK

TNADEQUATE

INEFFICÏENT

NOT RESOURCEFUL

DISORGANIZED

NOT THREATENTNG

UNPERSUASÏVE

NOT COMPELLTNG

(E)

(effic)
ll

tl

ll

tl

n

ll

ll

il

(A)

n

ll

PART B

INSTRUCTIONS: Part B is intended' to gather the needed back-
ffiatlo-nTplease ans\^rer the following questions
ónfy once, checking the most appropriate response from the
list that has been provid.ed.. Èãef free to make additional
comments in the spaðe that has been provided at the con-
clusion of Part B. Your name is not required fo! this
;r;ã;. tñe:-stigator guarantees complete confidentiality
of atf responses made in this study.

und.er tB

18 to 20

2L to 23

24 to 26

27 t,o 29

(discard Ss )

ll

ll

30 or over Please specifY (discard ss )
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2. Sex: Male (0)

Female (1)

3. Are You a Canadian citizen?
NO (d iscard Ss )

4: Degree being sought:

Year in Program?

Which police force was pred'ominently responsible-
forlawenforcementintnelocationstatedin4a?

(0)

(r)

Other Please sPecifY (1)

7. a Estimate the number of times per vTeek you normally
observe a R.C.M.P. officer on dutY:

Never (0)

once a week (1)

Twice a week Q) (Ss EXPOSURE)

Yes

5 a. State the location (name of the cily/Eotl) where
you made y;;; home during the majority of the
Iast two months:

b.

c

d

Royal Canad.ian Mounted Police (R'C 'M ' P ' )

Other Please sPecifY

State t'he locat'ion (name of the city/town) where
you attended high school

Whichpoliceforcewaspredominentlyresponsible-
forrawenforcementintr'elocationstatedin4c?

Royal Canad.ian Mounted Police (n'C'M"P') (0)

6 Are you or any members of your immediate family members

of tñe Royal Canadian mounted Police force?

Yes (d.iscard Ss )

No

EverydaY

Other

(4)

Please sPecifY (3
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b Estimat,e the number of times per r^teek you normally
have face to face interaction with a R.C.M.P. officer
on duty:

Never (0)

once a week (1)

Twice a week (2) (Ss EXPOSURE)

Everyday (4 )

Other Please sPecifY (3)

lrlhen was the last time you recall having face to face
interaction with a R.C.M.P. off icer on duty?

Today (4)

Last week (3)

Last month Q)
(Ss EXPOSURE)

Last year (1)

Never (0)

Unable to recall _ (0)

In your opinion, have the majority of your face to
f ace interactions with R.C.M.P. of f icers on duty
been:

Positive experiences for You (I)

Neutral experiences for you (0) (Ss ATTITUDE)

Negative experiences for You (-1)

Esti:nate the total number of times you have observed
a f emale R'. C .M. P . of f icer on dut'y :

Never (0)

Between t and 5 times (1)

Between 6 and 10 times Q) (Ss EXPOSURE)

Between 11 and 20 times

Greater than 20 times (4)

e

d
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g.

h.
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Estimate the total number of times you have had face
to face interaction with a female R.C.M.P. officer
on duty:

Never (0)

Between I and. 5 times (1)

Between 6 and 10 times Q) (Ss EXPOSURE)

Between 1I and 20 times (3)

Greater than 20 times (4)

lrlhen was the last time you observed a female R.C.M'P'
officer on dutY?

Tod.ay ( 4 )

(3)Last week

Last month Q) (Ss ExposuRE)

Last year (1)

Never (0)

Unable to recall (0)

when was the last time you had face to face interaction
with a female R.C.M.P. off icer on duty?

Today

Last week

Last month

Last year

Never

Unable to recall

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(Ss EXPOSURE)

I Recall you most recent observation-of or interaction
with a femal-e R.c.M.p. officer on dutyl where did
this experience take Place?

Officer was sitting in a Patrol car

Officer was on street Patrol

Officer was on airport d'uty (NOT USED)
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l.

l

(continued)

Off icer was at the R.C.M.P. headquarters

Officer was on dut'y in a court of law

Other Please sPecifY

vthat was the female R.C.M.P. officer wearing at the
time of the observation/interaction you recalled' in
5i?

Pant,s and shirt uniform

Skirt and shirt uniform

Patrol jacket
(NOT USED)Winter parka

Ðress uniform

Plainclothes

Other Please specifY

In your recollection, what is the most memorabl-e
sitùation involvinq you and an on dut'y R'C'M'P'
officer(s)? Briefly recount this experience'
Please do not include names, datesr êtc' unless
you wish to do so.

Example: My most memorable experience wa"s when
my frigh school class vras given a tour
oi the R.c.M.P. headquarters. The
guiding officer was most helPful'

8. a

(SS ATTTTUDE)

state the sex of the officer (s) involved in the most
memorable experience recounted in 8a'

'f,i'"äiFiEi".'i'
Female How manY?

b.
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In your opinion, $/as this memorable experience:

Positive for You

Neutral for You

Negative for You

Example:

(r)

(0)

(-1)

(Ss ATTITUDE)

9 In your recollection, what is the most frequently-occuring
situation involving you and. an on duty R"C.M.P. off icer (s)?
Briefty recount this- frequently occuring experience.

The most frequently occuring situation for me

is when I am stopped' on the highway for a
routine check"

10.

11.

(Ss ATTTTUDE)

State t,he sex of the R.C.M.P. of f icer (s) normally involved
in the frequently occuring situation recounted above.

Male (SS EXPOSURE TO

Female

In your opinion, are these frequently occuring situations:

Positive for you (1)

Neutral for you (0) (Ss ATTIIUDE)

Negative for you (-1)

What would. you say is your general overall attitude toward
the R.C.M.P.?

Posit,ive toward. the R.C.M.P- (1)

Neutral toward the R.C.M.P. 

- 

(O) (Ss ATTITUDE)

Negative toward the R.C.M-P. (-1)

What is your overall attitud.e toward female R.C.M.P. off icers?

Favourable (1)

NeUtrAl (O) (SS ATTITUDE)

Unfavourable (-1)
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L2. As R.C.M.P. officers'
specific duties?

are females more suited to

Yes
(I) (Ss ATTITUDE)

( -1)NO

ïf your ans$ter to quest'ion I? Y"-:-{Î31. what types of
duties do not suít or are not appropriate for Èhe

female R.C.M.P- officer? WhY?

IDEI{ITTFTCATION
OF YPES

13. In Your oPinion,
of the R.C.M"P.

what is the most distinctive feature
uniform in the slide?

NOT USED)

PLEASEFEELFREEToUSETHEFoLLowINGSPACEToWRITEIN

ADDITÏONAL COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR RESPONSES OR ABOUT THE

QUESTIoNNAIRE.THANK-YoUFoRYoURcooPERATIoN!



APPENDIX D

Hvpotheses Statements

This appendix presents the nine hypotheses'

alternate forms, level of significance' and

regions, in a concise form'

Hrtof llEsrs sltlEl€tf s

llunr ttnt¡¡l¡ (ll¡l ¡ñdlrl(bal ltltñt¡ 6 Crltlc¡l Raqlm(t)
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null and

critical

, rr¡l HÍ.Ú6tl (¡b)

!îsp.l. t0

ilÀ.rr.!c.9o'98

(v¡ u¡'ol

Þt¡p r'Yrsp¡'\rr ¡

flru¡41

uR'!u

9t'!D

ut'fD
!c'rD
u¡'9D

rÂ'ÞE

u!'!E
rc'!!
uD'!E

Tilr.¡. ¡0

prrurr¡!ct¡br¡h

(r¡ u¡/ol

rrrr ¡'h¡r¿ 'rru l
(r¡ Þ'.ol

9l<9û

rtt!o

9l'9D

Yc'!D

9¡'lD

uÀtxB

!¡t!¡
rc<uË

¡Dtrt

tunllÐ¡a8..1¡,

9þ ¡t¡ltoÐ ¡ ¡a¡'l]gjl

lrlo¡¡8..!3

:thítÐtJPú¡'g

.0¡ ¡ . -¡.051

r < -2.0!5

r<-2.11.¡'
l<-2.126rÈt
È<-2.462,tt

t¡
126
a62

,0¡

.0¡

.0¡

.o2

tnl! Rt
2n,

¡ < -2.035
È < -2.07a(lßl
r ( -¡.160(2Rl
¿ < -2.0á2(3¡l

r > ¡.055
t > 2.0?{(lRì
I r 2.Ió0(Znl
I > 2.052(3R)

¡ ( -¡.055
¡ < -2.0?a(lR)
t < -2.160(2nl
r < -¡,05211¡l

e r!tætÀw'l'3o I rttetr'J'50

Y.!tt6tot'!'s ¡.attotottS'5ô

u .ttGtlh \!tlcl-s r.ttcttt. <\ttt€ldt

Þ l.{tttrb'!.ttÉrfF r l.;lÈl¡t.r u altæÈln
u tqttlsÐ'g.ttlctoG É l¡tttlsqtI cf tlclat
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r. -¡.0t1(lRl
I r -2.16012R1
è < -¿.052(¡rl

02 8D la 6F. l7

2þ ¡ 46r ¡ luôtloru ' 1l '02

xoE.-6yùI thla corclÊ r À' Rafarant ' 8' ErFrt'c' htlÈl'rÐ'o' Rt'ad r B

ltt grlú !¡- s v¡¡5. tha gr..Èat Èha P'rc'lv'd Pfrl'
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d(n
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-l
I tlull HyPothests (Ho)

ulSP= 3 . 50

IrÀ=uB= uC- uD= ut:

{ur u2=o} '

uTspt=ursp2=utsp 3

{t¡r u2=o}

PR=uu

uA=ro

FB-uo

uc-uD

tsE=xo

uA=up

uB=uu

uc-!s

xo=þE

! efficient=3' 5o

lr ef f ective =þef f ic ient

u legitinate=u-ef f ecÈive

u legitirnate=u ef f icienÈ

Al ternðte Hypothesl s (Ha )

u'r" <3 . 50

uolu"lualuoluu

{u¡ u"lo}

thspl t utSp2'utsp3

{ut u2<o}

uR.lrU

ÞÀt ÞD

!Bt!D

!c'þD

!EtlD

ÞA'u rì

UB.UE

l c.uE

u D'ts8

r efficient' 3' 5o

! ef f ective <lbf f icient

u le ;itimate<l¡ ef f ective

u legitinate<u ef f icient

Indlvldual Statements ca Crltlcal Reglon(s)

z < -2.055o2

o2

I 3Uniformsx4Ss=13

9¡lo xtJniforns x 4Ss = 108

3Hox4sE-12

3unlfor¡ng x 5 Powers - 15 .02

4go x 4Ss :c 3uniforms = 48 .O2

4tlo x 4Ss x 3tlniforms = 48 .02

2Ho x 4Ss x 3Uniforms = 24 .O2

4Ssx3Uniforms=12

zHox4Ssx3Uniforms=24

2<
t<
t<

-2.33 , z
-2.326, t
-2.462, t

>2
>2
s2

2
.33
.326 (lR,/3R)
.462 ( 2R)

02 z < -2.055
3

4

5

z <-2
t<-2
t<-2
t<-2

z> 2
t> 2
t> 2

t> 2

z<
2<
2<
z<

.055

.074 (1R)

. 160 ( 2R)

.0 52 ( 3R)

-2.055
-2.07 4 ( tR)
-2.r60(2R)
-2.052 (3R)

.055

.074 (lR)

. r60 ( 2R)

.0s2(3R)

.?
-2
-2

055
074 ( lR)
r6o ( 2R)
052 ( 3R)

6

7 Þ effective=3 ' 5o ! effectivet 3' 5o 2<
ta
t<
t<

I -o2 Sa¡e as above #7

9
OZ Sa¡Ìe as above *7
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APPBilDIX E

Variance and Ståndard Deviation Calcrrlation

Tables 23, 24 a¡¡d,25, pages I45, L4$, and 146, respectively, give

the sÈandard deviations and r¡ariar¡ces calculated ficr each of the

Seven dependent variables, total social Fo\^,er scores, and total

effectiveness and efficiency scores.



[..- . -

Group

Urban
RuraI
MaIe
Fema-le

Urban
Rural
Male
Fe¡nale

Urbart
Rural-
MaIe
Female

TABLE 23

Variance (s2) .r,a standard Deviations (s) of Dependent variables

ant Uniform - Vis. I

Uniform - Vis. 2

rt Uniform - Vis. 3

Efficiency

s c

o.627
1"103
o.768
o.710

I"386
o"656
o.57r
o.887

o.792
r.050
o.8t7
o.843

T.LI7
0"810
0" 756
o.gL2

o"968
0"66r
O.BBO
0.70r

o.9&l
0.8r3
o.938
o.837 HÞ(n

Effectiver¡ess

sss

Rerrr¡afd

s

Legitimate

ssS

Þ<pert

S

Referent

ss

Coercive

eG

o.
0.
o.
o.

632
BB5
609
785

o.795
O.YLT
0.780
o.886

o
0
0
o

65t
ß9
556
634

o
0
o
o

BO7
699
746
796

o.502
o.664
2.434
o.463

o.708
o.Bl5
r.558
O.68I

0.559
1. 333
O. BII
o.676

o.747
1. r55
0.901
o.a22

o
o
0
o

o.
o.
0.
0.

836
a27
7Br
a97804

996
6U
6rt

0.62I
o.467
o.552
o.695

O.7BB
0.683
o.743
o.833

I. 166
a.478
o.805
r.166

r "o80
0,706
o.892
1-.O80

009
831
v+9
008

1"o19 I
o.691 O

0.90r o
1.017 r

5r.B
519
388
592

o
o
o
o

o.720
o.72L
0.623
o.770

0.7r5
o.4r5
o.529
o.769

o.846
o.644
o.724
o.at7

1.062
O.BOI
o.925
T.OI9

1.o30
0.895
o.%2
r.009

831
565
u2
805

o
I
0
o

690
450
708
&a

0
2
o
o

t.113
0. 531
L.T29
o.577

1.O55
o"729
I "063
o" 760

o.745
o.706
o.767
0.70r

o.863
0.840
o.876
o.838

o.523
o.v7
o.558
0.468

o.723
o.739
o.747
o.684

o.840
0.515
o.70r
o. 566

0.917
o.718
o.837
o.752

063
787
o73
736

l. r3r I
o.619 0
L.L52 I
o.572 0

o.763
o.7L4
o.7L7
o.627

0.873
0.845
o.u7
o.792
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TABT,E 24

Variances and Standards Deviations for
TotåI Social Po,{er

Subject
Grou¡>

t¡ri-form StYle

s2

Male

Fernale

Urban

Rural

r.051

o.952

r.070

o.922

TABËE 25

Variar¡ces and Standard Deviations of
Total EffecÈiveness and Efficienq¡

Un1form Style
Itsn

rsnal-e/Sl<irt

s2 S

Total-
Effestslvness 1.001

Total
Efficienq¡ 0.978

Fernale/Pant

s2 | s

l¡al.e/Pant

s¿ | s

0"999

r.053

1.049

L.864

r .105

0.906

r.t4
0.849

o.997

r .109

I .100

I .365

I .116

o "937

o.942

0 "891

L.24

0"878

0.888

o.793

f'snale/Pant

Ss2

ua].e/Parrt

sz I s

1.035

L.O22 o.957

1.O021.071

1.0450.737

0.690 0.831_

0.859
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